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POSTERIOR ANALYTICS
BOOK I.

CHAP. I.

Previous knowledge is required for all scient@ shrdies or
methods of instrrtction. Examplesfrom Muthemafics,
Dth&dic and Rh&nk. Previous knowledge asvariosrsly expressed in tkeses concerning either the
exkteme of Q thing or the nnenning of the word
denofritg it. Learning com&.s in the conversiopl of
uwiwsal into pavticular knowledge.
AL.L

communicationsof knowledge from teacher to pupil

by way of reasoningpre-supposesomepre-existing
knowledge. The truth of this statement may "be seen
from a complete enumeration of instances:-it is thus
that the mathematical sciences are attained and every
art also. The same is the case with dialecticalarguments whether proceeding by means of the syllogism
or of induction, for the former kind makes such
assamptioms as people who understandthe meaning
admit, thetatter uses the recognized clearness of the
prtieuhr as m indication of &e universal, so that both
collve~ltheir information by m a n s of thingsalready
b,
So tot, 0r;itors produce conviction in a l i e
B

2
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manner, using either Example, which is equivalent to
induction, or Enthymeme, which corresponds to syllogism.
Pre-existing knowledge of two kinds is required : one
must either assume beforehand that something exists,
or one must understand what the word means, while
sometimes both sorts of knowledge are required. As
an example of the first case we may take the necessity
for previously knowing theproposition 'everything must
be either affirmed or denied.' Of the second case an
instance would be the knowledge of the meaning conveyed by the word ' triangle '; of the combination of
both kinds, the knowledge both of what ' Unit ' means,
and of the fact that ' Unit' exists. The distinction is
necessary, since the grounds of certainty differ in the
two cases.
Some facts become known as a result of previously
acquired knowledge,while others are learned atthe
moment of perceiving the object. This latter happens
inthecase
of allthings comprised undera universal,
with
which one is already acquainted. It is
known to the pupil,before perceiving any particular
triangle, that the interior angles of every triangle are
equal to two right angles; but it is only at the moment
of sense-perception that he learns that this figure
inscribed in the semi-circle is a triangle.
In somecasesknowledge
is onlyacquired in this
latter way, and the particular is not learned by means
of a middle term : that is to say, in the cases where we
touch the concreteparticular,that
is in the case of
things which arenot predicable of any subject. W e
oughtto admit that,even before arriving at particulars, and so obtaininga syllogism, we do, from one
paint of view perhaps, possess knowledge, altfiough from

'
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another we do not. For how, it may be asked, when he
did not know whether the thing existed
at all or not,
couldhehaveknown
absolutely that it containstwo
rightangles ? The answer is that heknows it from
a particular point ofview, in that he knows the
universal,buthe does not know it absolutely.Onany
other viewwe shall have the dilemmaof the Menoa man will either learn nothing at all or onlywhat
he knowsbefore. This difficultymustnotbesolved
as some try to do. The question is asked, 'Do you
or do you not know every dyad to be even ? ' On receiving an affirmativereplytheybringforwardsome
dyad of the existence of which the other was ignorant,
it to beeven.
The
and so couldnothaveknown
solutionsuggested is tosaythatonedoesnotknow
every dyad to be even, but only that which one knows
to be adyad.Ontheotherhandoneknows
that of
which one possesses or has received a demonstration,
and no demonstration concerns merely (e.g.) every triangle, or number, one may happen to know, but every
possibletriangle or number. No demonstrative proposition is taken as referring to lany numberyou may
know of,' or ' any straight line you may know of,' but
to the entiresubject.Nothing,however,
I should s u p
pose, precludes our knowingalready what welearn
from one point of view and not knowing it from another.
The absurdity would consist not in having some sort of
knowledge of what one learns, but in having knowledge
of it inacertainrespect-I
meanin the verysame
respect and manner in which one learns it.

B D

CHAP. 11.
Scienhj5c knowledge of a fhimg consists itt knowing its
cause demomslratively. The pnnajjles reqptid for
Demomstmtion. Meaming of ' Thcsis,' tHyfit/tcsis,l
'Aziom,' 'Dejnition.'
WE suppose ourselves to know anything absolutely and
not accidentally after the manner of the sophists, when
we consider ourselves to know that the ground from
which the thing arises is the ground of it, and that the
fact cannot be otherwise. Science must
clearly consist
in this, for those who suppose themselvesto have scientificknowledge of anything without really having it
imagine that they are in the position described above,
while those who do possess such knowledge are actually in that position in relatian to the object.
Hence it follows that everything which admits of ab.
solute knowledge is necessary. W e will discuss later
the question as to whether there is any other manber of
knowing a thing, but at any ratewe hold that that knowledge comes through demonstration.'By
' dern0nstt-ation ' 1 mean a scientific syllogism, and by 'scientific ' a
syllogism the mere possession of which makes us know.
If then the definition of knowledge be such as we
have stated, the premises of demonstrative knoarledge
must needs be true, primary, immediate, better b w n
than, anterior to, and the cause of, the conclu&r+ for
under these conditions the principles will &Q be appropriate to the conclusion. One mky, indeed, have a
syllogism without these conditions, but not de^^tion, for it will not produce scientific knmlledge. ?pre
premises must be me,because it is irnto
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that which is not, e.g. thatthediagonal of a square
theside. The conclusionmust
proceed
from
primary
premises
that are indemon-.
strable premises, for one cannot know things of which
one can give no demonstration, since to know demonstrable things in any real sense is just to have a demonstration of them. Thepremisesmust
be Causal,
Better known and Anterior; Causal, because we only
know a thing when we have learned its cause, Anterior
because anteriority is implied by causation, previously
knownnotonlyin
oursecondsense, viz. thattheir
meaningisunderstood, but that one knows that they
exist.
Now the expressionsanterior ’ and better known ’
have each a double meaning; things which are naturally
anterior are not the same as things anterior to us, nor
yet are things naturally better known better known
to
us. I mean by things anterior, or better known, to
UE,’ sucb as are nearer our sense-perception,while
things which are absolutely anterior pr better known
are such as are moreremoved from it. Those things
are thefurthest
removedfrom
it which are most
Universal, nearest to it stands the Particular, and these
two are diametrically opposed.
The phrase ‘the conclusion must result from primary
principles’ meansthat it mustcomefromelements
apprapriate to itself, (for I attachthesame meaning
to primaryprinciple [u+v]
and to element [bpml).
NOW the element of demonstration is an immediate
propasition ; ‘immediate ’ meaning a proposition with
M othet proposition anterior to it. A premise is either
of t
k two parts of a predication, wherein one predicate
is aSgertea of one
A dialectical premise is one
w%kb&s an alternative between the two parts of the

i s commensuratewith

s~wt.
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predication, a demonstrative premise is one which lays
down definitely that one of them is true.
Predication iseitherpart
of a Contradiction. Contradiction is anopposition of propositions which excludes
any intermediate proposition. That part of aContradiction which affirms one thingof another isAffirmation,
that which denies one thing of another is Negation.
I apply the name Thesis to an immediate syllogistic
principle which cannot be proved, and the previous possession of which is a necessary condition for learning
something, but not all. That which is an indispensable
antecedent to the acquisition of any knowledge I call an
Axiom; for there are some principles of this kind, and
‘axiom ’ is the name generally applied to them.
A Thesis which embodies one or other part of a predication (that is that the subject does, or does not, exist)
is a Hypothesis; one which makes no such assertion a
Definition. Definition is really a kind of Thesis; e.g.
the arithmetician ‘lays it down ’ that Unity is indivisibility in respect to quantity, but thisis not a Hypothesis,
for the nature of unity and the fact of its existence are
not one and the same question.
Since then belief and knowledge with regard to any
subject result from the possession of a demonstrative
syllogism, and since a syllogism is demonstrative when
the principles from which it is drawn are true, we must
not merely have a previousknowledge of some or all of
these primary principles, but have a higher knowledge
of them than of the conclusion.
The Cause always possesses the quality which it impresses on asubject in a higher degree thanthat subject;
thus, that for which we love anything is dearin a higher
degree thantheactual
object of our love. Hence if
our knowledge and belief is due to its primary prin-

I.
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ciples, we have a higher knowledge of these latter and
believemorefirmly
inthem,becausethethingitself
is a consequence of them. Now it is notpossible t o
believe less in what one knows thanin what one neither
knows nor has attained to by some higher faculty than
knowledge. But this will happen unless he whose belief
is produced by demonstration has a previous knowledge
of the primary principles, for it is more needful to believe in these principles, either all or some, than in the
conclusion to which they lead.
Now in order to attain to that knowledge whichcomes
by demonstration onemust not only be better acquainted
with and believe more firmly inthe elementary principles
than in the conclusion, but nothing must bebetter known
nor more firmly believed in than the opposites of those
principles from which a false conclusion contrary to the
science itself can be educed ; that is to say if he who
possesses absolute knowledge is to be quite immovable
in his opinions.
CHAP. 111.
Certain obJections met. ( I ) Thatjirstpn'tac$les are hypothetical; ( 2 ) That their comequenceseslablish one
another by a ai-cular proof:
Nowsome persons, because of the necessity of knowledge of the primaryprinciples,infer that knowledge
does not exist, while others suppose that it does exist
and that everything whatever is capable of demonstration. Neither of these views is either true ornecessary. Those who assume that knowledge is not possible
at dl, think that it would involve an infinite regress,
since one cannot know the later terms of a series by

. .
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means of the earlier when such a series has no primary
terms. In thistheyare
right, for it is impossibleto
complete the infinite. But if there be a limit to the
regress, and primaries doexist,theysaythat
these
must be unknowable, supposing that they admit of no
demonstration, which is the only way of knowing they
allowto exist. But if it be impossible tolearnthese
primary principles, one cannot know their results either
absolutely or in any proper sense, but only hypothetically,viz.on the assumption that such principles do
exist.
The otherpartyagrees
withthem in holding that
knowledge can o d y be attained by demonstration, but
considers that there is nothing to prevent a demonstration of everything being given, maintaining that demonstration may proceed in a circle, all things being proved
reciprocally.
We, on the other hand, hold that not every form of
knowledge is demonstrative, but that the knowledge of
ultimate principles is indemonstrable. The necessity of
this fact is obvious, for if one must needs know the antecedent principles and those on which the demonstration
rests, and if in this process we at last reach ultimates,
these ultimates must necessarily be indemonstrable. Our
view then is not only that knowledge exists, but that
there is something prior to science by means of which
we acquire knowledge of these ultimates. On the other
hand it is clear that absoIute demonstration cannot proceed in a circle if it be admitted that the demonstratiun
must be drawn from anterior and bette‘rknownprinciples than itself; for it is impossible for the same things
to be both anterior and posterior in relation to the ziame
objects, except from a different point of view, e.g. sowe
things may be anterior relatively tos
i and others ab-

:

.
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lutely anterior,a distinction which inductive proof illustrates. If this be so the definitionof absolute knowledge
might be considered defective, since it really has a double
sense ; or that second kindof demonstration drawnfrom
principles better known in relation to us is ambiguous.
Those who holdthatdemonstration
proceeds in a
circle not only meetwith thedifficultyalready mentioned, but really say that ‘ this is if this is,’-an easy
method of proving anything whatsoever. This appears
plainlywhenthreeterms
are assumed(fur it is immaterial whether onesays that the proof passes through
many or few termsbeforereturning
to the starting
point, as also whether it be through a few or two only).
For when:
If A is, 3 must be
and I f B is, C must be
If A is, C wil1 be
Then
And
when
If A is, B must be
and
If B is, A must be (for that
is how the circuIarproofproceeds).Let
A beplaced
in the position C held before. Then to say that ‘If B is,
A must be,’is equivalent to saying that C must be, and
this proves that ‘If A is, C must be ’ ; and C is here
identical with A.
Thus those who hold that the demonstration proceeds
in a circle simply declare that if A is, A must be-an
easy method of proving anything.
Nor is even this proof possible except in the case of
refipt‘ocals such as Properties. It has been already
shewn (Mor An. 11. 5 ) that it is never necessary that a
c~ndusionshould follow when onlyone thingis assumed
(by ‘me thing’ I mean one term or one proposition) ;
such CSSI d y happen whew there are at least two antecedent propogitiws capable of producing a syllogism.

.

’

.
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If then A be a consequence of B and of C, and these
latter consequences of each other, and also of A, it is
possible to prove reciprocally all the questions that can
be raised, in the first figure, as has been shewn in the
treatise on the Syllogism (Prior An. 11. 5). But it has
also been shewn that in theother figures no circular
demonstration can be effected, or none concerning the
premises in question.
Circular demonstrationis never admissible in the case
of terms not reciprocal. Hence, as few such terms
occur in demonstrations, it is clearly useless and untrue
to maintain that demonstration consistsin proving each
term of a series by means of the others, and that consequently everything is demonstrable.

CHAP. IV.

Demonstration deals with necessary truths. The de/Flo&bn
of ' distrisulively true,' 'essentrbl,' ' universal.'
Mow'since the object of absolute knowledge can never
undergo change, theobjects of demonstrative knowledge
must be necessary. Knowledge becomes demonstrative
when we possess a demonstration
of it, and hence demonstration is a conclusion drawn from necessary premises.
We must now thenstate from whatpremisesand
conclusions demonstrationsmay be drawn ; and first let
us deiine what we mean by ' Distributively true,' ' Essential ' and Universal.'
By ' Distributively true,' I mean a quality which is
not merely present in someinstances andabsent in
others, p' present at some times and absent at others;
e. g. if the quality 'Animal ' be distributively predicable
of man, if it be true to say ' this is a man,' it must ahto

I.
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be m e to say ‘this is an animal’ ; and if he be the one
now, then he must be the other now; so too if ‘ Point ’ be . .
true of every line. An empirical proof of this is the fact
that when the question is raised whether one thing is
true of another distributively, our objections take the
form of asserting that it is not true of some particular
instance or at some particular time.
1. ‘Essential ’ qualities are all those which enter into
the essence of a thing, (as ‘line’ does into that of ‘triangle,’ and ‘ point’ into that of ‘ line ’ ; for ‘line’ and
‘point ’ belong to theessence of ‘triangle ’ and line
respectively), and are mentioned in their definition.
11. Essential qualities are, further, attributes of subjects in the definition of which the subject is mentioned,
thus ‘Straight’ or ‘Curved ’ are essential attributes of
‘Line’; ‘Odd’ or ‘Even’of ‘Number’; as also ‘Prime’
and ‘Compound,’ ‘ Equilateral ’ (as 3) and Scalene’ (as
6); in all these cases the things form part of the definition of the real nature of the attributes mentioned,
thesethingsbeing in the firstinstance‘Line,’in
the
So tooin other instances I call
second‘Number.’
attributes which inhere in either of these ways ‘essential,’ while attributes which do not belong to the subject
in either of these ways I call ‘accidental’; e.g. ‘Musical’
or ‘White’ as applied to ‘ Animal.’
111. Thirdly, essential is that which is not predicated
of anything other than itself as attribute of subject ; thus
if I say, ‘the walkingthing,’some other independent
thing is ‘ walking ’ or is white.’Ontheotherhand
substances and everything which denotes a particular
object are not what they are in virtue of being anything
else but what they are. Things then which are not pred i d k af any subject I call ‘essential,’ those which are
SO predicabie A accidental ’ [in the sense of dependent].

I2
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IV. In a fourth sense the attribute which exists in
asubject as aresult of itself is essential, while that
which is not self-caused is accidental. E.g. Suppose
lightningtoappear
while a person is walking. This
is accidental, for the lightning is notcaused by his
walking, but, as we say, ‘it was a coincidence.’ If,
however, theattribute be self-caused it is essential:
e.g. if someone is wounded and dies, his death is an
essential consequence of the wound, since it has been
caused by it :-the wound anddeath are not an accidental coincidence. In the case then of theobjects
of absolute knowledge, that which is called ‘essential ’
in the sense of inhering in the attributes or of having
the latter inhering in it is self-caused and necessary; for
it must inhere either unconditionally or as one of a pair
of contraries, e.g. a s either straight or curved inhere in
line, odd or even innumber.
Contrarietyconsists in
either the privation or the contradiction of a qudity in
the case of homogeneous subjects: e.g. in the case of
numbers ‘even ’ is that which is not ‘odd,’
in so far a s
one of these qualities is necessarily present in a subject.
Hence, if one of these qualities must be either ai5mm-I
or denied, essentialattributesarenecessary.
This
then may suffice for the d&ition of Distributive and
Essential.
By ‘Universal ’ I mean that which is true of every case
of the subject and of the subject essentially ami as such.
It is clear then that all universal attributes
inhen: in
things necessarily. Now ‘essentially’ and ‘assuch ’
are identical expressions : e. g. Point aad Straight are
essential attributes of line, in that they are attrihtes
of it as such. Or againthepossession
of two tight
angles is an attribute of triangle as such, for the euzgaeS
of a triangle ~ F Cessentially equal to two right angles.

I.
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The condition of universality is satisfied only when it is
proved to be predicable of any member that may be taken
at random of the class in question, but of no higher. .
class; e.g. the possession of two right angles is not a
universal attribute of figure, for though one may demonstrate of a particular figure that it has two right angles,
it cannot be done of any and every figure, nor does the
demonstrator make use of any and every figure, for a
square is a figure, but its angles are not equal to two
right angles. Any and every isosceles triangle has its
anglei equal to two right angles, but it is not a primary,
' triangle' standing yethigher. Thus any primary taken
at random which is shewn to have its angles equal to
two right angles, or to possess any other quality, is the
primary subject of the universal predicate, and it is to
that demonstration primarily and essentially applies; to
everything else it applies onlyin a sense. Nor is this
quality of having its angles equal to two right angles a
universal attribute of isosceles triangle, but is of a wider
application.
CHAP. V.
Dernonsfmfkm milst disregard all acniZental c i v n r t n ~ n ~ ,
and m*mat the discovery of the essential and universal.
W E mustnotfail
to notice that mistakes frequently
arise from the primary univetsal not beingreallydemonstrated inthe wayinwhichit
is thought to be
demonstrated. We fall into this mistake firstly when
no universal can be found above the particular or particulars : secondly, when such a universal is found applicable to specifically different subjects, but yet has no
atme; thirdly, when the universal to be demonstrated
stan& to the true universal in the relation of part to

wbda

in this

. ease

last

the demonstration is indeed appli-
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cable to all the particular parts, but will not contain a
primary universal. I consider
the demonstration to be
primary and essential when it is a demonstration of a
primaryuniversal. If thenitwereto
be proved that
perpendiculars to the same line are parallel, it might be
thought that this was the primary subjectof the demonstration because it is true in the case of all right angles
so formed. This, however, is not the whole truth. The
lines are parallel not because each of the angles at their
base is arightangle,andconsequently
equal to the
other, but because such angles are in all cases equal to
two right angles.
So, too, if there were no other kind of triangle than
of
the isosceles it might be supposed that the quality
possessing angles equal to two right angles was true of
the subject as isosceles. Again,thelawthatproportionals, whethernumbers,lines,
solids, or periods of
time, may be permuted, would be a case, as it used to
be proved, viz., of each case separately, though it may
really be proved of all together by means of a single
demonstration;butsince
no singledesignationincluded magnitudes,times and solids, and sincethese
differ specifically, they were treated of separately. The
lawis now, however, proveduniversally. It doesnot
apply to numbers or lines as such, but only because it
belongs to theuniversalconception as such in which
all are supposed to be. Hence even if it be proved of
equilateral,scaleneandisoscelestrianglesseparately,
whether by means of the same or by different proofs
that every one has its angles equal to two right angles,
one will not know exceptaccidentally,thattriangle
possesses this quality nor will one know it of the upiversal triangle, even though there is
no other s o r t * of
trianglethanthose
mentioned. One does not in fact

~
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know it of triangle as such, nor yet of every individual
triangle, except distributively, nor does one know it of
everytriangleideally,even
if there is no triangle of
which onedoesnotknowit.
When, wemay ask, is our knowledge not universal
and when is it absolute ? It is clear that our knowledge
of the law would be universal if triangularity and equilateral triangularity wereidenticalinconception.If,
however, the two concepts be not identical but diverse,
and if the quality in question belong to triangle as such,
then a knowledge of the law as relating merely to a particular form of triangle is not universal. Now does this
quality belongto triangle as such, or to isosceles triangle
as such? Further, what is its essential primary subject?
Also, when does the demonstration of this establish
anything universal ? Clearly when,after the elimination
of accidental qualities, the quality to be demonstrated is
found to belong to the subject and to no higher subject.
For example, the quality of having its angles equal to
two right angles willbefound
to belong to bronze
be present when the
isoscelestriangle,butwillstill
qualities ‘bronze ’ and ‘isosceles are eliminated; so
too, it may be said they will cease to be present when
Form or Limit are eliminated.Buttheyare
not the
first conditions of such disappearance. What then will
first produce this result? If it is triangle, the quality of
having two right angles belongs to the particular kinds
of triangles as a result of its belongingessentially to
triangle, and the demonstration in regard to triangle is
a universal demonstration.
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CHAP. VI.
For necessary conclusions necessarypremises arerepired.

IF then demonstrative knowledge be derived fromnecessary principles (and that which one knows is never
contingent), and if the essential attributes of a subject
be necessary (and essential attributes either inhere
in
the definition of the subject, or, in cases where one of a
pair of oppositesmust necessarily be true,have the
subjects inhering in their definition), then it is clear that
the demonstrativesyllogism must proceed from necessary
premises Everyattribute is predicable either in the
way mentioned or accidentally, but accidental attributes
are not necessary. W e should then either express
ourselves as above or lay it down as anelementary
principle thatdemonstrationissomethingnecessary,
andthat
if athing
has been demonstrated it can
never be other than it is; and consequently that
the
demonstrative syllogism must proceedfrom necessary
premises. It is indeed possible to syllogize from true
premises without demonstrating anything, but not so if
the premises be also necessary, for this very necessity
is the characteristigof demonstration.
An empirical confirmation of the view that demonstration results from necessary premises is that when we
bring forward objections against persons who imagine
themselves to be producing a demonstration, we bring
our objections in the form 'There is no necessity.'
Whether we hold that the things in question are rea€iy
contingent or only considered to be so for the sake of
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a particular argument. It is clearfrom this that itis
folly to suppose oneself to have made a good choice of
scientific principles so long as the premise be generally
accepted and also true, after the manner of the sophists
who assume that ‘ Knowing is identical with possessing
knowledge.’ It is not in fact that which is generally
accepted or rejected which constitutes a principle, but
the primary properties of the genus with which the demonstration deals; nor is everything which is true also
appropriate to the conclusion to be demonstrated.
It is also clear from the following considerations that
the syllogism can proceed from necessary premises only.
If one who, in a case where demonstration is possible,
is not acquainted with the cause,canhaveno
real
knowledge of the demonstration, then one who knows
that A is necessarilypredicable of C, whilst B, the
middle term by means of which the demonstration has
been effected, is not necessary, must be ignorant of the
cause of the thing, for in this case the conclusion is not
renderednecessary by the middleterm ; in fact the
middle, since it is not necessary, may not exist at all,
but the conclusion is necessary.
Moreover if onewhonowknows(accidentally)
the
cause of a necessary conclusion remain unchanged while
the thing itself remains unchanged, and if, though he
has not forgotten it, yet he has no real knowledge of it,
then he can never have had any real knowledgeof it
before. When the middle term is not anything necessary, it may pass away. In sucha case, if the man
remain unchanged while the thing remains unchanged,
he may hold fast the cause of the thing, but he has no
real knowledge of the thing itself, nor has he ever had
such bwledge. But if the thing denoted by the middle
term hrrs not passed away, but yet is capable of doing
c
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so, that which results from it is only the possible, not the
necessary ; and when one's inference is derivedonly
from the possible one cannot be said to have knowledge
in the true sense of the word. When the conclusion is
necessary there is nothing to prevent the middle term,
by means of which the conclusion was provedfrom
being necessary, for it is possible to infer the necessary
from the not necessary, just as one may infer the true
from the untrue.
But when the middle term is necessary the conclusion
also is necessary, just as true premises always produce
a true conclusion. Thus, suppose A to be necessarily
predicable of B, and B of C ; A then must be necessarily
predicable of C. But when the conclusion is not necessary, it isimpossible that themiddle should be necessary.
Suppose that, Some C is A, and again that All B is
A, and that All C is B. But then All C will be A, which
is contrary to our original hypothesis.
Since then that which one knows demonstratively
must be necessary, it is clear that one ought to obtain
the demonstration by means of a necessary middle term.
Otherwise one will neither know the cause of the thing
demonstrated nor the necessity of its being what it is,
but one will either think one knows it without doing so
(that is if one suppose to be necessary that which is not
necessary), or one will think one knows it in a different
way if one knows the fact of the conclusion with the help
of middle terms, and when one knows its cause without
the help of middle terms. Now
there is no demonstrative science of accidents(attributes) which are not
essential according to our definition of 'essential.' I t is
not in this connection possible to prove that the conclusion is necessarily true, for the accidental may not be
true; (it is of accidents of this kind that I am speaking).
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A difficulty might perhaps be raised as to why accidentai premises are asked for for the purposes of a conclusion,if
the conclusion drawn fromthembe
not
necessary; for it might be maintained that it would
make no difference if any sort of premise were brought
forward and then the conclusionweresubjoined.
Premises should howeverbe laid down not because the conclusion is necessarily true because of them, but because
the personwho admits the premises mustnecessarily
admit the conclusion, and his admission will be correct
if the premises are true.
Now since only the essential attributes of any genus
and those belonging to it a s such are necessary,it is
clear that scientific demonstrations both deal with and
are drawn
from
essential attributes. As accidental
attributes are not necessary one does notrequire to
know the cause of the conclusion, not even if this be an
eternal attribute without being essential, as in the case
of syllogisms based on universal concomitance. In this
latter connection the essential willbe known,butnot
the fact that it is essential, nor yet why it is so. (By
‘knowledge of why it is essential ’ I mean ‘knowing its
cause.’) In orderthen to possess knowledge of this
sortthe middletermmust
result from thenature of
the minor, and the major from the nature of the middle.

CHAP. VII.
Premises must behomogeneous wah the conclusion. No
trcmyerence of premises from one genus to another
is vafid unless the one is s d a l t e m to the other.
ITis not possibie to arrive at a demonstration by using
for one’s proof a different genus from that of the subject
c 2
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in question ; e. g. one cannot demonstrate a geometrical
problem by means of arithmetic.
There
arethree
elements in demonstrations :-(I) the conclusion which
isdemonstrated, Le., anessentialattribute
of some
genus ; (2) axioms or self-evident principles from which
the proof proceeds; (3) thegenus in questionwhose
properties, i. e. essential attributes, are set forth by the
demonstrations. Now the
axioms
which form the
grounds of thedemonstration
may be identical for ,
different genera ; but j;n cases where the genera differ, I
as do arithmetic and geometry, it is not possible, e.g. to
adaptanarithmeticaldemonstrationtoattributes
of
spatial magnitudes, unless such magnitudes happen to
be numbers. That such transference is possible in certain connections I will explain later (cf. Chap. IX.).
Arithmetical demonstration is restricted to the genus
with which it is properly concerned, and so with other
sciences. Hence if a demonstration is to be transferred
from one science to another the subjects
must be the
same either absolutely or in
some respect. Otherwise
such a transferenceis clearly impossible, for the extremes
andthe middle terms must necessarily belong to the
same genus, for if not they would not be essentially but
only accidentally predicableof the subject.
Hence one cannot shew by means of geometry that
opposites are dealt with by a single science nor yet that
two cubes when multiplied together produce another
cube. Nor can one prove what belongs to onescience :
by means of another except when one is subordinate to
the other, as optics are to geometry and harmonics to
arithmetic.
Neither is geometry concerned with the question of
an attribute of line which does not inhere in it as such,
of
and doesqotresult
from the specialprinciples
,
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geometry, as forinstancethequestionwhetherthe
straight line is the most beautiful kind of line, or whether the straight line is the opposite of a circumference,
forthesequalities
of beauty and oppositiondonot
belong to line as a result of its particular genus, but
because it has somequalitiesin
commonwith other
subjects.
CHAP. VIII.

The conclusion of a demonstration must be of everlasting
dppiicatibn. Perishable thiags are, strictly speaking,
indemonstrable. This applies
also
to definitions,
which are a partial demonstration.
IT is clear that if the premises from which the syllogism
proceeds are universal, the conclusion of suchademonstration and of demonstration in general must be
eternal. There is then no knowledge properly speaking
of perishable things, but only accidentally, because the
knowledge of perishable things is notuniversalbut
under restrictions of time and manner. When this is
the case, the minor premise at least must be other than
universal and must be perishable :-perishable because
then the conclusion will contain a similar element, other
than universal because then the predication wili apply to
some and not others of the subjects in question ; so that
nouniversalconclusioncan
be drawnbutonlyone
referring to this or that definite time. The same hoIds
good with regard to definitions, seeing that definition is
either the starting point of a demonstration, or itself a
demonstration which differs from definition only in the
way in which it is expressed or, lastly, in form a conclusion of a demonstration.
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Demonstrations and sciences concerning things which
occur only frequently (e.g. lunar eclipses) are clearly of
everlasting application in so far as they are demonstrations, while in so far as they are notof everlasting
application they are particular. As in the case of
eclipses so is it with other subjects of the kind.

CHAP. IX.
All demonstration is dmved from spenal PvincajUes,
themselves indemonstrable, theknowledge of whkh,
in each genus, is the supreme knowjedge on whkh the
whole deduction depends.
SINCE
it is clear that nothing can be demonstrated except
from its own elementary principles, that is to say when
the thing demonstrated is an essential attribute of the
subject, it does not suffice for the possession of knowledge that a thing shall havebeen demonstrated from
true, indemonstrable and ultimate premises. Otherwise
demonstrations would be admissible resembling that of
Bryson demonstrating the squaring of the circle.Now
such argumentsdemonstrate by means of acommon
principle which will apply to another science as well, so
that the same arguments are of service in other sciences
distinct in kind. Thus we have no essential but only an
accidental knowledge of the thing, for otherwise the
demonstration would not also be applicable to another
kind of subjects.
We have more than an accidental knowledge of anything when we see it in the light of its essential nature,
afterstarting from theelementary principles of the
things as such. Thus we know the law that a triangle
has two right angles when we know of what figure this
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is anessential attribute and knowitafter
starting
from the principles peculiar to Triangle. Hence
if the
attribute is essentially an attribute of thesubject,the
middle term of the demonstration must necessarily be
included in the same genus,or, if not, one of the genera
must be subordinate to the other,as when proportions in
harmonics are proved by means of arithmeticalpremises. Such relations are proved in the same way as in
arithmetic,but there is adifferencebetween the two
cases, for the question of the Fact falls under the one
science(since the subjects of the twosciencesdiffer
generically) but the Cause is established by the superior
science, to which the properties in question are essential. It is pIain even from the case of the subordinate
sciences that no absolute demonstration of a thing can
be attained save by starting from its own elementary
principles. In this case, however, the elementary principles of the sciencesinquestion
are notmutually
exclusive.
If this be admitted it is also clear that it is impossible
to demonstrate the special elementary principlesof each
science, for the principles of such a demonstrationwould
be the elementaryprinciples of everything, and the
science formed by them would be the universal master
science; seeing that one who learns a thing through the
recognition of higher causes has a better knowledge of
it, and the principles through which he learns the thing
are anterior wheu they are causes not themselves produced by any higher cause. If then his knowledgebe
of this higher kind it must have attained to the highest
possible degree, and if this subjective knowiedge of his
than
constitute a science, that science must be higher
any other, and in fact the highest science.
The demonstration of one thiug is not applicable to

L Y
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another genus except in the case already mentioned, as
illustrated by theapplication of geometrical demonstrationsto mechanical or optical, or of arithmetical
demonstrations to harmonic theorems.
Now it is hard to decide if we really know a thing or
not, for it is hard to decide whether our knowledge is
derived from the elementary principles of the subject
or not, and it is in this that knowledge consists. We
imagine that, if we possess a syllogism drawn from true
and primary premises, we really possess knowledge.
This, however, is not the case, forthe conclusions
should belong to the same genus as the primary principles.

CHAP. X.
Such indetponstrabla prinnjdes may &e eirhev pecuiiar to
eachscience or common to several sciences,
w m m n only by anaiogy. AB a%mons#m&onirpvolves three things :-the object dentonsh-ated, wtimon
axioms OY pU;.a$les, and tt4e speaiJ m o d ~ c a f i o n sor
propert;s of the w b j i genus. The &stiwthn between Hypothesis and Petit&.
I MEAN by the elementary principlesin each genus those
whose existence it is not possible to prove.Now the
meaning of theprimaryprinciples
and that of their
consequences are assumed; the existence of the elementary principles must also be assumed, that of everything
else proved. For instance the meaning of Unit, or
Straight, or Triangle must be assumed, that Unit and
Magnitude exist must also be assumed, everything else
must be proved.
Of the principles employed in demonstrative science

'
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some are peculiar to each science, others are common
to all, i.e.common inthesense
of analogous,since
their use is confined to each genus as comprehended
by a particular science. Principles peculiar to one science
are such as the proposition ‘Line, or Straight, is of such
and such a nature ;’ common principles are such as, ‘If
one take equals from equals the remainders are equal.’
Each of these principles is taken as applicable to ail
cases belonging to the particular genus ; for its results
will be the same whether itbe treated universally or
only particularly, e. g. in geometry to spatial magaitudes
or in arithmetic to numbers.
Those principIes too are peculiar whose existence is
assumed not demonstrated, namely those whose essential attributes are investigated by the science ; as arithmetic investigates units, geometry points and lines, for
these sciences assume that the thing in question exists,
and that it is identical with some particular object.
They likewise assume the meaning of the essential
attributes of the thing, as arithmetic assumes the
meaning of Odd, Even, Square or Cube, and geometry
that of incommensurable, and Inciined or at an Angle,
while the existence of these qualities is shewn .by
means of the common principles and the conclusions
atready demonstrated. The same thing applies - to
astronomy.
in short in every demonstrative science there are
three elements : ( I ) the things whose existence it assumes, namely the subject or genus, the essential attributes of which are investigated by the science; ( 2 ) what
are called ‘Common Axioms’ which the demonstration
U S ~ S a6 its primary principles ;’and (3) Properties, the
nteaning of which is assumed.
However nothing prevents some sciences from over-
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looking one or other of these elements ; e.g. a science
may not expressly assume the existence of the subject
genus if this be self-evident (for the existence of Number is more obvious than that of Cold or Heat), or it
may not assume the meaning of the properties if it is
obvious, just as in the case of their common principles
the sciences donotassume
the meaning of taking
equals from equals,’ because this is known. None the
less however there are naturally these three elementsin
a science :-the subject of proof, the things proved and
the grounds of proof.
That which must needs exist and must necessarily be
supposed to exist is neither Hypothesis norPetition but
Axiom. Demonstration is not concerned with the outward expressionof an idea but with its inner significance,
for that is the case with syllogism in general, and one
may always raise objections to the external expression
but not always to the innersignificance.
Everything which, being capable of proof, is assumed
without being proved, if admitted by thelearner is
aHypothesis,
which hypothesisis
not an absolute
hypothesis but only one
with reference to the person
who accepts it.
If howeversomething be assumed with regardto
which the learner has noopinion or a contrary oneit is
a Petition. This then is the difference between hypothesis and petition; petition being that which is somewhat opposed to the learners opinion, or, in a wider
sense,whatever,though capable of demonstration, is
assumed and employed without any proof.
Definitions are not hypotheses, since itis not asserted
that their subjects do or do not exist. Hypotheses are
formulated as propositions, Definitions require only to be
understood, and no Hypothesis consists in that done,
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unless it be maintained that mere Hearing is a Hypothesis. Hypotheses are the premises from the existence
of which the conclusion is inferred.
The hypotheses of the geometrician are not, as some
assert, false, saying that, though one ought not to make
use of false propositions,yet the geometrician calls a line
a foot long which is not a foot long, or declares that he
has drawna straight line,though the line is really
not straight. The geometricianinreality
drawsno
conclusion from the fact of the particular line that he
draws actually possessing the quality which he names,
butfrom the existence of the things which that line
represents.
Moreover all postulates and hypotheses are universal
or particular, definitions are neither.

CHAP. XI.
[The possibili& of Demonstratiou presupposes the valddy
of universal predicates, but does not require Platonic
ideas]. The ‘ Common Ashms’ are express& formulated in exceptwtaal cases.
They
connect
the
sciences with one another, and with Dialedic and
Metaphysics, thus giving m i r y to all forms of t r u e

Thought.

[IT doesnotfollow, if demonstration is to exist, that
there must be Ideas or a Unity outside the many individual things, but it does follow that some unity must
be truly predicable of the many. If no such unity
existed we shouldhave no universal ; and withouta
universal there could be nomiddleterm
and consequently no demonstration. Since demonstrationdoes
exist there must be some self-identical unity, a real and
no mere nominal unity, predicable of many individual
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things.] No demonstration lays down that it is impossible both to affirm and to deny a quality of a thing at
the same time, unless it is necessary to present theconclusion inacorresponding form by the help of that
axiom. In that event the conclusion is provedby our
assuming that themajor is predicable of the middle term,
and that to deny the major of the middle is untrue. It
makes no difference if the thing denoted by the middle
be assumed to exist orto be non-existent, and the same
appliestothethingdenoted
by the minor. If it be
granted that Man is such and such ; i.e. if, though Notmanbe also such and such, it
be simply granted that
man is animal and not notanimal ; then Callias [being
man]will be animal and not notanimal, even though
not-Callias be also man. The reason of this is that the
major is not only predicated of the middle but of somethingelseoutside it, because it has a wider application, so that it makes no -difference to the conclusion
whetherthe middle be an affirmative or anegative
expression.
Demonstrationbymeans
of reduction toabsurdity
assumes the truth of the law ‘everything may be either
affirmed or denied of a subject,’ and this not always in
auniversal sense but simply -to the extent required,
namely so as to be applicable to the particular genus
in question. I mean by ‘applyingto the genus,’ that
genus with which one’s demonstration is concerned, a s
has been r - y r k e d above (Chap. X).
All.sciences overlapas far as their common principles
are concerned. (By these I mean the principles used by
them as the grounds of demonstration, not the subjects
of the demonstration nor yet the thing demonstrated).
Now d i a k t i c is common to all the sciences, and if QXX
were to try and give a universal proof of the common

principles of science, such as ‘Everything can be either
affirmed or denied,’ or ‘if equals be taken from equals,’
or some maxim of that kind [the resulting science would
similarly be common to all sciences]. But dialectic does
not deal withany definite objectsof this sortnor withany
single genus, Otherwise it would not have used the
interrogative form, for this cannot be employed for purposes of demonstration; since the same thing cannot
be proved from opposite propositions. This has been
proved inthetreatise
on the syllogism. (Prior An.
11. IS).

CHAP. XII.
C o w e s f i d h g to Ute specid princ@es of a science are
specMl questions which must not be transf‘med from
one genus to another, so that no discussion of a
science wi2h persons &orant of if can &ad to valid
vesults. Tevo kinds of oppos&s to a sn‘ence ex& :questions or demonsfvationsentirely outside its range
and t h s e which involve a breach of some of its laws.

IF a syllogistic question be the same as one of the members of an alternative, and if there be premises in each
s c i e n c e from which the s;lllogism belonging specially to
each science may be deduced, there must be some scientific question from which the special syllogism correspondiig to each science is derived.
It is plain then that not every question can be a geometrid or a medical question, and similarly with all
other special sciences, but onIy those questions can be
geometrical proceeding from which some of the matters
connected with geometty are proved, or something
p v e d on the same principles as geometry; e.g. optical
theonems The same is the case with other sciences.
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Now with regardtothesequestions,
in the case of
geometrytheymust
be explainedinaccordance with
the principles and conclusions of geometry, but no
account need be given of the principles themselves by
thegeometrician as such, andthisappliestoother
sciences also.
One should not then ask every possible question of a
person acquainted with a particular science, nor need he
answer every question askedof him, but only a question
concerning the definite subject of the particular science.
If one enter into a discussion with a geometrician as
such, it is clear that the proof he gives will be a sound
one if drawnaccordingtothese
principles, otherwise
unsound, It is alsoclearthatinsuchcircumstances
one cannot confute a geometrician except accidentally,
so that we must not discuss geometry
before persons
ignorant of that science, for any unsoundarguments
putforward will remain unnoticed. The same isthe
case with other sciences.
Since then there are geometrical questions, it may be
asked whether there are also ungeometrical, and what
kind of ignorance in connection with each science causes
certainquestions
to bear the samerelationto
that
science as ungeometrical bear to geometrical questions.
Further is a syllogism resting on ignorance a syllogism
formed from premises which contradictthescience it
belongs to, or rather a fallacy which nevertheless does
belong to the science in question, e.g. geometry ? Or,
again, is a question belonging to another pursuit, such
as a musical question,ungeometrical as regards geometry? Again, is the suppositionthatparallellines
can meet in one sense geometrical and from another
point of view ungeometrical ? ’ Ungeometrical ’ is in
fact an ambiguousexpression, as is ‘unrhythmical.’
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One thing may be ungeometrical or unrhythmical from
notpossessing the quality in question at all, another
from having it defectively. So too the form of ignorance
resulting from bad or defective principles is contrary to
Science. In mathematical sciences the fallacy is more
easily perceived than in other sciences, because in them
the middle term is always expressed twice, something
being predicated distributively of the middle term, and
the latter in turn
predicated distributively of another
distribusubject. The predicate is nothoweverused
tively. In mathematics
one
may,
as it were, see
by an immediate act of thought the relations of the
middle term, whileinwordstheyremain
unnoticed.
E. g. as regards the question, ‘ Is every circle a figure ? ’
If one describe a circle on paper it clearly is so. If the
conclusion be drawn ‘then the epic cycle is a figure,’
this is clearly untrue.
No objection should be raised to a science on the
ground that its premises are inductive, for just as nothing can be a premise which does not apply to several
instances (otherwise it would not be universally predicable, and Syllogism is drawn from universals), so an
objectionmusthave a universal application. Premises
and the objections to them correspond to one another,
and any objection one urges against a premise should
be capable of serving either as a demonstrative or as a
dialectical premise.
The laws of the syllogism are violated when the
common attribute of bothmajor and minor terms is
treated as their predicate. An instance is the syllogism
of Caeneus that ‘fire increases in geometrical proportion ’ ; ‘for,’ as he says, ‘ fire increases rapidly and so
does geometrical proportion.’ No syllogism can,however, beformed thus, The truth is : if the proportion
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which increases most quickly in respect to quantity be
the geometrical, and if fire be that which increases most
.
quickly in respect to motion
Thus it is sometimes impossible to draw a conclusion
from two premises of this kind, at other times it i s
possible, thoughthepossibility may not be observed.
If it were impossible to draw any true conclusion from
false premises, it would be easy to bring the syllogism
to a conclusion, for it would necessarily be convertible.
For instance let A exist by hypothesis,and when A
exists letsomethingelse
(B forinstance)exist
also,
which one knows in this instance does exist. By
conversionthen itmay be shewn from B that A exists.
Conversion is more frequent in pure mathematics because these admit of no accidental qualities (and in this
differ from dialectical arguments) but only of definitions.
Mathematical science is advanced not by the use of a
number of middle terms, but by the subsumption of one
term under another (as A under 3,B under C, C under
D, and so to infinity). The process may also take two
directions, A being predicable both of C and E. S u p
pose A represents any number definite or indefinite.
I3 any odd number of definite magnitude.
C any odd number whatsoever.
(Then A will be seen to be predicable of C),
Again :- Let D be an even definite number,
E any even number whatsoever.
Then A is predicable of E.

. .
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CHAP. XIII.
There are two classes of demonstration, one giving the
Fact, the other the Causeof thefact; such dernonstrations being efected either by thesame or separate
scdences. If the former, thc proposilions may be immediate and convertible, whenwt have the demonstration of the cause, or mediate and inconvevtible, when
wehave only the demonstration o f the fact. If dtyferent sciences are employed, and one is subordinate
to the other, the superior gives h e Cause, the hfenbr
the Fact.
A DIFFERENCE exists betweenknowing that afact is
and knowing its cause. This may be considered firstly
in connection withthe same scienceand from two points
of view, viz. ( I ) in the case where the syllogism is not
deduced from ultimate propositions (for
here theprimary
cause is not expressed, while knowledge of the cause
goes back to the primary cause). (2) The second aspect
from
of the distinction is seenwhenthepropositions
which the conclusion is drawn are ultimate and reciprocal, but the middle empIoyed is not the cause but the
betterknowneffect.Nothinginfact
prevents in the
case of reciprocating terms, that term which is not the
cause being better known to us, so that our demonstration will be through this as a middle.
D
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E.g. Planets are proved to be near the earth from the
fact that they do not twinkle, as follows. Let
C designate Planets.
B Not twinkling.
A Being near.
Here B may rightly be predicated of C, for planets do
not twinkle. Also A is true of B, for that which does
not twinkle is near,-a truth to be arrived at by induction or observation. A then must be true of C, so that
we have now demonstrated that the planets are near.
This syllogism then does not deal with the cause of
the phenomenon but with the fact; for the planets are
not really near because they do not twinkle, but do not
twinkle because they are near. It is also possible to
prove the first fact by means of the second, and the demonstration will then be of the cause. Thus :Let C be the Planets.
B Being near.
A Not twinkling.
Here B is true of C , and A ('nottwinkling') of B.
Therefore A is true of C. Thus the syllogism is a syllogism of the cause, for it comprehends theprimary cause.
Another instance is the method by which the moon is
proved to be spherical by a reference to its regular increases. It proceeds thus:-If that which increases in
this particular way be spherical, and if the moon do so
increase, it is clear that the moon is spherical. As thus
expressed the syllogism demonstrates only the fact, but
when the middle term is transposedit is a demonstration
of the cause. The moon is not spherical in consequence
of its increases, but undergoes these particular increases
because it is spherical. Let C be the Moon ; 3 spherical
form ; A the method of increase. In cases, however,
where the middle terms are not interchangeable, and
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where the effect is better known than the cause, the fact
may be proved but not the cause. This is also the case
when the middle term is wider than the other two terms.
Here too the demonstration is of the fact, notof the cause,
for the primary cause is not stated. E. g. T o the question
‘ why does not a wall breathe ’ ? suppose the answer to
be given ‘because it isnot an animal.’ Now if this
negative quality be the cause of its not breathing, the
corresponding affirmative ‘is an animal ’ ought to be the
cause of this phenomenon,just asgranting that a negation
of a qualitybe the cause why something does exist,
not the
affirmation of it is the cause why it does exist. E.g. If
a want of balance between heat and cold be the cause of
the absence of health, a due balance between them must
be the cause of its presence. So conversely, if the affirmationbethe
cause of the presence of aquality the
negation isthe cause of its absence. But in thefirst
instancequoted this does notholdgood.Not
every
animalinfact does breathe. The syllogismwhichdemonstrates a cause of this kind belongs to the second
figure. E.g. Let A beAnimal ; B Breathing ; C Wall.
Now A is true of all B (for everything which breathes
is an animal), but of no C. Hence B is true of no G ,
and therefore .no wallbreathes.Such
statements of
cause resemblehyperboiicalexpressions,for
one is
guilty of akind of hyperbole if one depart from the
proximate cause and take the more remote as one’s
middle term. Of such a nature is the inference of
Anacharsis thattheScythians
have no flute-players
because they have no vines.
Such are the differencesbetween the syllogismof
the fact and that of the cause, as regards the same
science and the position of the middle terms ; but from
another point of view the fact sometimes differs from
*
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the cause in that each is examined by a different science.
This is the case when the sciences are of such a nature
that one is subordinate to the other, as optics to geometry, mechanics to the measurement of solids, harmonics to arithmetic and records of observation to
astronomy. Some of thesesubordinate sciences have
almost similar names ; e. g. mathematical and nautical
astronomy, mathematical and acoustic harmonics. In
thesecasesthe
fact dependsonthe
observational
sciences, the cause on themathematical sciences; for the
mathematiciancan demonstratethe causes though he
often does notknow the fact, just as those who are
aware of a universal law, through want of observation,
are often ignorant of some of the particular facts. These
superior sciences will be such as differ in essence from
the subordinate sciences, and deal merely with abstract
forms. Thus mathematics are concernedwithforms,
and do not deal with any concrete subject; and even
if the propositions of geometry happen to be true of a
concrete subject they are true of it not as concrete. Now
there isa science which bears the samerelation to optics
as optics to geometry ; e. g. knowledge about the rainbow. The fact that there is such a thing fallswithin
the province of the natural philosopher, the cause within
that of the optician, either as such or in so far as he is a
mathematician.
Many sciences which are not subordinate one to
another,yet
sometimes have similar interrelations :
e.g. medicine and geometry. Thus the fact that circulay
wounds heal more slowly must be learned by the surgeon,
the cause of it by the geometrician.
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CHAP. XIV.
Thejrst & w e of the syllogism is the most scient$ic,being
the most suitablefor the attainment of the cause. Further it alone can examine inlo the simple fact which
must 6e60th ajhnative and universal. The other
two jgures reinforce their demonstrations by an a p
peal to the first f i g w e , the latter never makes use of
them.
OF the figures of the syllogism the mostproperfor
scientific demonstration is the first, formathematical
sciences, such as arithmetic, geometry and optics, and
generally speaking allscienceswhichinvestigate
the
cause of things, effect their demonstration by its means.
The demonstration of the cause is infact carried out
either exclusively or generally and inmost cases by
means of this figure, so that in this respect also it appears to be the most proper for science, seeing that the
examination of the cause is the most important element
in knowing. Further, the knowledge of what a thing is
can only be attained by means of this figure, for in the
second figure no affirmative conclusion is produced,and
the knowledge of what a thing is involves affirmation.
In the third figure there are indeed affirmative conclusions, but not universalones, andthe knowledge of
what a thing is is of the character of a universal ; thus,
'two-footed' is true of manuniversally and without
restriction.Moreover
the firstfigure has noneed of
the assistance of the two other figures,while these
latter are strengthened and extended by means of the
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first until they arrive at ultimate principles. It is clear
then that the first figure is the most important instrument ofscientificknowledge.

CHAP. XV.
Yet demonstration is possible in the other figures, and
of a negative character is as valid in the secondfigure
as in the first.
JUST as the quality A may inhere in B without the intervention of a middle term, so it may not inhere without
such intervention. By these expressions I mean that
there is no middle term connecting A and B. In that
case inherence and non-inherence will no longer depend
on the presence of a third term. When then either A
or B, or both, are true of the whole of a third term, it is
impossible that A should not be true of B immediately.
We may suppose all C to be A. Then if all C is not B
(for it is possible that all of a subject should be A, but
none of it B) the conclusion- will follow that B is not A.
For if all A is C, and no B is C , then no B is A.
The same proof will be adopted if both terms aredistributively predicableof a third. That B need not be
predicable of a subject of which A is distributively predicable, and conversely that A need not be predicable of
a third term of which B is distributively predicabIe may
be seen clearly from a consideration of those series of
terms wherein no term of the one series can be interchanged with one in the other series. Thus if none of
the terms in the series A, C , D are predicable of any in
the series B, E, F ; if further A is distributively predicable of G, a term belonging to the same series, then it
is clear that no G will be B, for otherwise these distinct
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series would haveinterchangeableterms.
So too if B
is distributivelypredicable of some other subject. if,
however, neither A nor B is distributively predicable of
any third term, and if A is not predicable of B, A must
be not predicable of B immediately. This is so because
if any middle term were present, one of the two terms
named would have to be distributively predicable of a
thirdterm,since the syllogismmust be either in the
first or the second figure. Now if it be in the first, B
will be distributively predicable of a third term, for in
this case the premise must be affirmative ; if it be in the
second A or B may be distributivelypredicable of a
third term, 'for when either premise is of a negative
character a conclusion may be attained, though
this is
impossible when both premises are negative.
It i s plain therefore that one term may be proved to
be deniable of another immediately, and we have now
shewn when and how this may happen.

CHAP. XVI.
Concerning igtzorance and error; FIRSTLY r i a the case where
two terns are predicatedof one another immediately.
THATignorancewhich results not from the simple
absence of knowledge but from afaulty arrangement
of terms is a logicaldeceptionwhich,incaseswhere
one thing is predicable or not predicable of one another
immediately, takes twoforms, (1) an immediate s u p
position that one thing is or is not predicableof another,
(2) asupposition
to this effectarrived at througha
syllogism. Now in the case of the simple or immediate
supposition the mistake is simple, in the case of that
which is produced by the syllogism it may assume
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several forms. Suppose itto beprovedimmediately
that no B is A ; then if one conclude, with the help of
a middle term C, that B is A, one’s reasoning will have
led one astray. Here it is possible for both premises to
be false or else for only one. Thus if no C be A, and
no B be C, and if each of these premises be transposed,
bothwill be false. It is in fact possible for C to be so
placed with regard to A and B that it is neither included
in A nor is universally predicable of B. Now B cannot
be true of another term distributively, since the hypothesis was that A was not immediately predicable of C ,
and there is no necessity why A should be universally
predicable of all C, so that here both premises are false.
Further one of the premises may be true, not however
either of the two, but only A C ; for the premise C B
will be always false, because C is predicable of no part
of B. The premise A C may however be true, as when
both C and B are shewn to be immediately predicable
of A. For when the same thing is predicated primarily
of more than one term, no one of these latter will be
predicable of another. Nor does it affect the case if A
be shewn to be predicable of C not immediately (but by
means of a term taken from a higher class). Only in
the case of premises such as theseandonly
in this
manner can mistakes arise in connection with predicating one term of another, for nosyllogismin another
figure can prove universal predication.
Mistakes connected with the proof that one term is
not predicable of another may however occur in either
the first or the second figure.
W e will first mentioninhowmany
ways this may
happen in the first figure, and what the position of the
premises must then be.
For instance suppose A to be immediately predicable
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of B and C. Then if one take as premises ' No C is A,'
and 'all B is C,' the premises willbefalse. A mistake
will also follow if only one of the premises, either of the
two, be false. It is possible for the premise A C to be
true, BC false, AC being true because A is not distributivelypredicable of C, B C falsebecauseit
is impossiblefor C to be B whenno A is C, forthenthe
premise AC wouldnolonger be true. When however
both premises are true the conclusion also will be true.
Further the premise BC may be true while the other is
false ; for instance i n the case where both C and A are
B ; sinceone of thesetermsmust be includedinthe
other. Hence if one assert that no C is A, the premise
wilI be false. it is clearthen that theconclusionwill
be false if one or both of the premises be false.
In thesecondfigure it is notpossibleforboththe
premises to be entirely false; forwhenall B is A no
third term can be found which will be predicable of the
whole of one and not predicable of any part of the other
term. If one want a syllogism at all one ought to select
the premises in such a way that the middle term will be
affirmed of one of the other two terms and denied of the
second.Ifthen,when
thus stated, thepremises are
false, it is clear that the contrary of them will be true.'
This however is impossible ', though nothing prevents
each of the premises from being partially false whenthe
conclusion is false, as in the case where some of A and
also of B are C , while it is asserted that all A is C and
no B is C . Here the two premises are false, not however entirely but only partially false. The same thing
will happen when the position of the negative premise

'
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is changed’. It is also possible in the second figure, for
one premise, either of the two, to be false. Suppose
that what all A is, B will be also. If then it be asserted
that all A is C, and no B is C,the premise A C will be
true, BC false. Again that which is predicable of no B
will be predicable of no A, for if a thing be true of A it
will be true also of B, but the hypothesis was that it
was not true of A. If then it be asserted that all A is
C, and no B is C, the latter premisewillbe
true, the
former
false.
Similarly if the negativepremise
be
reversed, that which is predicable of no Awill be
predicable of no B. If then it be asserted that no A is
C and all B is C, the former premise will be true, the
latter false. Again, to assert that what is predicable of
all B is predicable of no A is false, for a term which is
predicable of all B must bepredicable of some A. If
then it be asserted that all B is C and no A is C, the
former premise will be true, the latter false. It is clear
then that whether both the premises are false or only
one of them, an atomic or elementary error will attach to
the resulting conclusion.

CHAP. XVII.
SECONDLY
concerning logicalerrorsa r k k g when two terms
are consteded by a common middle tern. .
IN cases where one term is predicated or denied of
another not immediatelybut by means ofamiddle
term, when the conclusion is attained by the help of the
proper middle term wrongly expressed, both premises
Le., if the negative premise be treated as the major instead of the
minor.
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cannotbefalse,butonlythepremisecontaining
the
majorterm.By
the ‘proper middle term ’ I mean that
bywhich the syllogism which contradicts the opposite
conclusion may be attained. Suppose that it be shewn
by means of the middle C that B is A. Here, since if
aconclusion is to be attained at all the premise CB
must be affirmative, it is clear that this same premise
will always be true, that is it can never he converted
into a negative; but the premise
AC will be false, for
when this is converted the oppositeconclusionwill
prove true. The same is the case if the middle be taken
from another series of terms. Let D be such a term.
Now if D inhere inallof A and be distributely predicable of B the premise B D must remain unchanged,
while the other,major,premise must be converted to
anegativeform.Hencetheformerpremisewill
be
alwaystrue,the
latter, or major,
false.
Generally
speaking this sort of fallaciousargumentwill be the
same as that already mentioned where the
proper middle
term is employed.
But if the conclusion be not attained by means of the
propermiddleterm,when
the middleterm used is
included in A but is not predicable of any of B, both the
premises must be false. Here the premises must be
converted into their contrary if any conclusion is to be
drawn from them. If their form remain unaltered they
must both be false. E.g. If all I)be A, but no B be D,
If these premises be converted into their contrary a
conclusion will followand both premises will be false.
But when the middle term (e.g. D) is not included in
A the premise A D will be true, B D false, For AD is
true because D is not included in A, DB is false because
otherwise the conclusion also would be true, and the
hypothesis was &at the conclusion is false.
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When a fallacious argument occursin the second
figure it is not possible for both the premises to be false
in their entirety. When B is includedin A no term
can be predicable of the whole of the one andof none of
theother, as has beenremarkedabove(Chap.
XVI).
On the other hand one of the premises, either of the
two,maybefalse.
For instance, supposing that both
A and B are C , if it be asserted that C is A, but C is not
B, the premise CA will be true, the other premise false.
Again if it were asserted that B is C, but A is not C,
the premise C B willbe true, the other premisefalse.
We have now shewn when and from what premises the
fallacy is produced if the fallacious syllogism be negative. If itbe affirmative itis impossible, when the
proper middleterm is used, for bothpremises to be
false, since, as was said before, if a conclusion is to be
attained the premise C B must remain unaltered. Consequently the premise CA will always be false, for that
is the one which is converted into a negative. The like
is the case if the middle be taken from a different series
of terms, as was remarked in connection with the negative fallacy. Here the premise D B mustremain unaltered, while A D must be converted, and the fallacy is
the same as the preceding. When however the proper
middle is not used, if D be included in A the major
premise containing those terms will be true, the other
will be false. It is in fact possible that A should be
predicable of several terms, no one of which is included
if D be not included in A the
underanother.But
premise containing them must clearly be false, for it is
expressed affirmatively. The premise B D on the contrary may be either true or false ; for it isquite possible
for no D to be A while all B is D :-thus ‘no science is
animal,’ but ‘all music is science.’ So too no D may be
A, and no B may be D.
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It is plain then that,whenthemiddletermisnot
included in A, both or either of the premisesmaybe
false. It is now therefore possible to see in how many
ways and fromwhatcausessyllogisticfallaciesmay
arise, both in the case of immediate assertions and of
those attained mediately through demonstration.

CHAP. XVIII.
Ignorance is the result of adefect in sense. Universals
of Induction. Induction
can only be attained by the help
howeverdepends on Sensation, theobjects of which
are partidars, of which no science is possibk.
ConsequentlyInductdon is necessary for the conversion of Sensation intoScientapcknowledge.
IT is also clear that if some branch of our perceptive
facultiesprovedeficient
the correspondingbranch of
science, which cannot be attained without those faculties, must fail also ; that is to say if it be agreed that we
mustacquireknowledge
either throughinduction or
demonstration. Now althoughdemonstrationproceeds
from universals and induction from particulars, it is impossible to attain to the knowledge of universals except
by means of induction. Even the matter of the abstract
sciencesmaybe
established throughinduction,since
some qualities belong peculiarly to each class of thing
and makethem
what they are,eventhough
these
qualities are not really separable from the things themselves.Inductionwithout
the power of perception is
impossible, for perception is concerned with particulars,
which cannot be grasped at all by means of science.
Thereason of this is that we cannot attain to universals
without induction, nor use induction without sense per-

ception.
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CHAP. XIX.
Syllogikms being either aflrmative OY negative, are thf
attributes of a subject and the subjects of an aft&
bute limited or unlimited in number? Further, can
an infinity of middle lerms emit befween two given
extremes ?
EVERYsyllogism proceeds by means of three terms.
The aim of one, the affirmative, class is to shew that C
is A, because B is A and C is B ; the negative syllogism
has as one of its premises the proposition stating that
one term is true of another, as its second that one term
is not true of another.
It is clearthen that thesepremisesconstitutethe
principles of demonstration and are what are called its
hypotheses. When the premises have been expressed
C is
in this form the conclusion mustfollow;e.g.
proved to be A by means of B, or again B is proved to
be A by means of some other middle term, and similarly
C is proved to be B.
It is plain thereforethat if inferences dependon
opinion and are merely dialectical the only thing the
logician need keep in view is that the premises of his
syllogism should be a s generally recognized a s possible.
Hence if a middle term between A and B really exist,
but is thought not to be so, an inference drawn according to the received opinion will be a dialectical inference;
but in order todrawuniversally
true inferencesone
should look to that which really is, not that which is
thought to be, Of the former character is a term predicated of other terms essentially not accidentally. By
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‘accidentally ’ I mean after the manner in whichwe
sometimes say ‘that white thing is a man,’ which is not
the same as when we say ‘ the man is white.’ In the
latter case theman is not white because he is something
else, but simply because he is man; in the former proposition whiteness is predicated as anaccidental attribute
of the man.
Now some things are of such a nature that they may
be predicated essentially. Suppose a term C , which is
such that it is not predicable of any other term, while B
is immediately predicable of it. Further let
E be predicable of F, and F of B. Now must this process
terminate or can it proceed indefinitely ? Again, if
nothing be predicable of A essentially, but A be immediately predicable of H and of no prior term, must
this process also terminate or can it also continue
indefinitely ?
This case differs from the one last mentioned, inasmuch as that amounts to asking whether it is possible,
when one begins with a
term which cannot be predicated of anything else while another term may be predicated of it, to advance upwards along an illimitable
series ? The other signifies, ‘ can one, when starting
with a term which is predicated of another term while
no other is predicated of it, proceed downwards along
an infinite series ’ ? Also, can the intervening terms be
infinite when the major and minor are definite ? Thus,
if C be A, and the middletermbetweenthem
be €3,
while other terms exist between B and A,and still more
between these others, can these middle terms be continued to infinity, or is that impossible ? This enquiry
is identical with the question whether demonstrations
are illimitable, whether everything is capable of demonstration or whether the process must terminate in both
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directions. The samequestions may, I consider, be
asked concerning negativesyllogismsand
premises.
Suppose that no B is, at least immediately, A, will there
be then any intervening term, of which A is also, not
predicable, priorto B ? Supposesuch an intervening
term to be G, which is predicable of all B, and suppose
another term prior to this, as H, which is predicable of
all G. In these cases there is either an infinite series
of terms of which A is denied antecedently, or there is
a limit at which the series terminates. This does
not,
however, apply to reciprocally predicable terms, for here
alltheterms
bear the samerelationtooneanother,
whether only the attributes are limitless, or both attribute andsubjects,exceptwherethe
reciprocation is
effected in a different manner, so that the attribute is
now predicated as essential and again as accidental.

CHAP. XX.
Middletermscannot
be limitless; otherwisethesubJ'ect
and attribute could never be brought into the relatibn
demanded by
the

syZZo&sm.
Attribution aZso is
limited both in the direction of the general and of the
partimlar.
THAT
the intervening terms of a predication cannot be
infinite if predications terminate both in an upward and
a downward direction is obvious. [I mean by 'upward '
that which is more inthedirection
of universd, by
'downward ' that which is nearer tothe particular].
For if, when A is predicated of F, the intervening terms
(here designated as B) could be infinite, it is clear that
if one proceeded from A in the directionof the particular
one could continue to predicate one term of another to
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infinity, [the terms intervening between A and F are
here regarded as infinite]; and similarly, if one proceeded from F in the direction of the more general, one
would traverse an infinite number of terms before arriving at A. If, however, there canbeno
such infinite
progress or regress, the terms intervening between A
and F cannot beinfinite.
It is of no avail to maintain that some of the inter, follow one another so closely
vening terms, say A, €3C,
as to admit of no furlher intervening term, while others
of the series are not so closely connected. For whichever of the B's I care to select musthave a certain
relation to A or to F, and the intervening terms must
be finite or infinite. 'To enquirefromwhat
starting
pointonebegins
the process to infinity, andwhether
this process is mediate or immediate is not to the purpose, for everything which follows any given point must
be looked on as limitless.

CHAP. XXI.
If the series terminate in thecase of aBrmative demonstration, it will do so innegalive demonstration. It
mill be found that demonstration may be carried out
in various jgures, but that the methods are limited in
number so that the demonsirations are limited also.
In every figtrre a primary o r erldimate is reached of
whichthe attribute i s predicable, thozrghthe ultimate
is nof predicable of the atfribute.
THEprocess will also clearly terminate in the case of
negative demonstration, if it be admitted that an upward
and a downward limit are reached in affirmative demonstration. Suppose it to be impossible to proceed to
E
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infinity when starting from the last term and advancing
upwards, (by the ‘last term’ I mean that which is not
predicable of any other term, though some other term,
e. g. F, may be predicable of it), and impossible also to
proceed from the first term to the last,(by the ‘first term’
I mean that which is predicable of another term though
noother is predicable of it). If this supposition be
correct then the process of negative demonstration will
also terminate. Negation is provedin three ways : ( I )
According to the first figure : all C is 8, but no B is A.
Then from the premise C B and from any minor premise
whatsoever one must proceed to ultimate knowledge,
for such a premise as this is affirmative. As to the
major premise it is clear that when the major term is
not predicable of another term (such as D) prior to the
middle, this term must be distributively predicable of B.
Again, if the major term be notpredicable of another
term prior to D, that other term must be distributively
predicable of D. Hence, since the process of demonstration terminates i n the direction of the universal it
will do so likewise in that of the particular, and there
will be some primary term ofwhich the major (A) is
(2) In the second figure:
notpredicableimmediately.
if all A be B, andno C be B, then no C is A. If a
demonstration of. this be required it may clearly be
proved either by the method just mentioned, or by our
present method or by the third method. The method
adopted in the first figure has already been explained,
so I will now explain the second. The system of proof
is as follows. Suppose that all B is D and no C is D,
while something must be predicable of B. If it be
proved that C is not D, some other term which is not
predicable of C must be predicable of D. Hence, since
predication, as it advances continually to thenext highest
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term, must terminate at some point, negation will similarly terminate. (3) The third method is as follows. If
a11 B be A, but no B be C, C will not be predicable of
everything of which A is predicable. This, again, may
be proved by the two methods already mentioned, or
according to our present method. We have shewn that
the process must terminate if the two former methods
be adopted. Ifwe use the third figurewe will thus
state the premises. All E is B, but some E is C . Here
the major premise, some E is not C , may be proved in
the same way as before. Since our hypothesis was that
the process terminates in the direction of the particular,
it is now clear that negative demonstration (in this case
the negation of C ) will also terminate. It is plain, too,
that the process will terminate in every case, even if the
proof adopt not one method alone, but all three, according to the first, the second, or the third figure. All
these three methods are definite, andthat which is
brought to a definite end in a definite manner must
itselfbedefinite.
Granting then that the process of
affirmative demonstration terminates, that of negative
demonstration must do so likewise.
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CHAP XXII.
In thecase o f essential attributes, the attn’boctkons may
easily be seen to be limited in number, so that the
demonstrations of them are limited also. The mind
cannot traverse aninfinity, and asSubstance, for
instance, is definable, its attributes must be limited.
I n other words demonstration is applicable o n b io
Essentials (KC& a&&) which cannot be unlimded, f o r
that would render dejinitwn impossible. As kt is
possible, the attributes are limited. Hence demonstration possessescertain princ$les which are not
themselves capable of any demonstration.
THAT
affirmative demonstration terminates at a certain
point may be proved dialectically as follows. It clearly
terminates in the case of Predications concerningthe
essence of a thing, for if the essential attributes can be
defined and are knowable, and if one cannotreach to the
end of the infinite, predications of essential attributes
must needs have some limit. To give a general turn to
thestatement wemay express ourselves thus. Itis
equally possible to say with truth that ‘ this white thing
is walking ’ and ‘ that great thing is a
stick,’ or again
‘the stick is great’ and ‘the man is walking,’ but there
is a difference between the two pairs of expressions.
In saying‘the whitethingisa
stick,’ I mean ‘that
which has the accidental qualityof whiteness is a stick,’
not that ‘the white thing’ is the subject of which ‘stick’
is the predicate. It is in fact a stick not because it is
whitenor frombeing essentially white, so that ‘this
whitething ’ isonly accidentallyastick.But
when
I say ‘the stick is white,’ I do not mean that another
thing distinct from stick is white, and that stick is an
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accidental quality of i t ; (as e.g. when I say ‘the musician is white ;’ for in that case I mean that the man,
who has the accidental quality of being a musician, is
white) but the stick is the subjectwhich is white without being, as a result of that, anything else than the
genus or a species of ‘stick.’ Thus if we are to provide
separate designations for the two methods, thelatter
formof expression may be called the ‘predication of
attributes,’ the former either not predication at all or
accidental,not absolute, predication. In thefirstcase
‘white ’ is the attribute,’ stick ’ that of which the attribute is predicated.
We may now lay down the rule that the attribute is
always predicated of its subject absolutely, notaccidentally, for that ishow demonstrations are able to
effect proof. Hence when one thing is predicated as an
attribute of another it concerns Substance, Quality,
Quantity, Relation, Action,Passion,Place
or Time.
Moreover that which denotes a substance denotes either
the Genus or the Species of thething ofwhich the
attributes arepredicated, but that which does not denote
a substance, but is predicated of another subject without
being either the Genus or the Species of that subject, is
an accident : e.g. White as predicated of Man ; for
‘man’ neither belongs to the genus ‘white,’ nor is he
a species ofit.
He should rather be called‘animal,’
for man is a species of animal.
Everything which does not denote substance must be
affirmedof some subject as an attribute, and nothing
Can be (e.g.) white, in the sense that it is simply white,
without being a t the same time something else besides.
We may at once dismiss Ideas ; they are mere empty
names, and if they do exist cannot concern our argument, for demonstrations deal only with subjects such
as we have ah-eady mentioned.

*
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Further if one thing be not an attribute of another
nor yet the latter an attribute of the former, and if no
attribute of an attribute can exist,the two termsin
question cannot be reciprocally predicable as attributes.
One of them may be correctly predicable of the other,
but each cannot really be predicable of the other, for
one would have to be predicated as a substance, as if it
were a genus or differentia of theattribute.
It has
however been proved that these attributions cannot be
continued to infinity, either in the direction of the
universal or of the particular. Take the proposition
‘Manisa
biped, thisagainan
animal,while animal
belongs to some other genus.’ Nor can the process be
infinite when ‘animal ’ is predicated of ‘ man,’ ‘man ’ of
‘Callias,’ and ‘ Callias’ of an individual definite man
who is Callias. It i s indeed possible to define every
substance of this sort, but one cannot even in thought
complete the infinite. Hence one cannot arrive at the
infinite, either in the direction of the universal or of the
particular, for one cannot define that substanceof which
infinites are predicated.
Two terms, of which one is an accident, cannot be
reciprocally predicable as genera are ; otherwise each
would be a species of itself. Neither can qualities or
any other of the categories be so predicated, unless the
predication be accidental, for all thesecategories are
accidents andare predicated of substances.
It may also be shewn that this process of predication
is not limitless in the direction of the universal, for that
which is predicated of any subject must denote P a l i t y ,
Quantity,or some stlch attribute of substance.
AH these attributes arehowever limited, not less than
the classes contained in the caiegories, namely Quality,
Quantity,Relation, Action, Passion, Race or Time ;
’
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and our hypothesis is thatone thing shouldbepredicated of one, and things should not be predicated of
each other unless they denote substances, for all the
categories, except substance, are accidents, some essential, others accidents in a different sense.
Allthesethen
are predicated of some substance.
Accidents however are not subjects, for we hold none
of those things to be subjects which are not called what
they are called i n virtue of their being already something else ; one accident being predicatedof one subject,
another of another. Hence nothing indefinite willbe
predicated of any subject either in the direction of the
universal or of the particular,for the terms of which
accidents are predicated are those which constitute the
substance of a thing, and such terms cannot be limitless.
As we advance towards the universal we find that these
substances and their accidents are neither of them
limitless. There must then be someterm
of which
an attribute is predicated as a primary attribute, while
of this latter something further is predicated. The
processmust in timeterminate, and there must be
somethingwhich is notpredicated of anything more
primary, and of which nothing moreprimary is predicated.
This then is one method of demonstrating that the
process of predication has limits. Another is as follows.
The existence of antecedent predicates renders propositions demonstrable. One cannot grasp demonstrable
things in any betterwaythan byknowingthem,nor
can knowledge of them be obtained without demonstration. But if one thing can only be learned by means of
others, and we are unacquainted with these latter, and
do not know them by the help of any higher perception
than knowledge,weshall have no real -knowledge of
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these subjects which can only be learned mediately. If
then it be possible to obtain absolute knowledge of anything by means of demonstration, not merely knowledge
restricted by particularconditions or hypotheses, the
intervening predications of attributes must necessarily
terminate. Otherwise, if there were always some term
higher than that actually employed, everything would
be demonstrable.
Since however one cannot pass beyond the limitless,
one cannot know by means of demonstration that which
cannot be demonstrated: If then we havenohigher
perception of the demonstrablethan knowledge, the
result must be that we cannot know anything absolutely
by means of demonstration, but only conditionally.
This proof may win a dialectic assent to our assertion,
but the following argument, based on the real nature of
things, will prove more shortlythatpredications
of
attributes in demonstrative sciences, such as we are
now considering, cannot be limitless in either direction.
Demonstration deals with all the essential attributes
meanings, viz. : ( I )
of things ; and Essential has two
Attributes forming part of the definition of the subject ;
(2) Things of the definition of which the subject forms
part. For instance odd is essential to number, for odd
is an attribute of number,while number itself forms
part of the definition of odd. Again, multitude or discrete forms part of the definition of number. Neither
of theseprocesses can be unlimited. ( I ) The process
by which e.g. odd is predicated of number, cannot be
so, for if it were, there would be some other attribute
included in odd, of which odd itself wou€d be predicable as an attribute. If this were so number will be
predicable as primary subject of all the attributes thus
becoming predicable of it. (2) If,however, unlimited
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attributes cannot be predicated of a single term, predicationsindemonstrationmustreachalimitin
the
direction of the universal. Every attribute must be
predicated of a primary subject, as in this example of
number,whileconverselynumber
is an attribute of
these others, so that both will be convertible and will
not overlap. Neither are the attributes which form part
of the definitionunlimited,forin
that casedefinition
wouldbeimpossible.Henceif
all the attributes are
regarded as essential, and if that which is essential
cannotbeunlimited,
a limit to predicationmust be
reached in the direction of the universal,andconsequently in that of the particular. If this be so, that
which falls between the two limits of predication must
always be limited, and this at once shews that demonstrations must necessarily have ultimate principles, and
that not everything can be asserted, and that not everything is, as some have held, capable of demonstration.
If ultimate principles doexist not everything can be demonstrable, nor can the process of demonstration continue to infinity. A necessary consequence of either of
these conclusions would be that there can be no immediate and inseparable propositions, but that everything
must be mediate and separable, for that which is demonstrated is demonstrated by the interposition of one term
between two others, not by
the addition of one from outside.Hence,
if Deductioncould go ontoinfinity,
This,
infinite means might exist betweentwoterms.
however, is impossible if attributes are limited in both
directions ; and that they are so has already been proved
dialectically, and has now been demonstrated in accordarlce with the real nature of things.
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CHAP. XXIII.
Several terms may have on& one thing in common, but
O M middle term uniting attribute and subject is necessav f o r demonstration; f o r immediate propositions
QYZ indemonstrable and serve as the basis for demonstrating other proposdions. Such elementaly pnnc$les need not be everywhere identical; f o r Unit' i B
dzferent sciences is on& analogous& the same.
AFTERthis proof it is clear that if the same quality
belong to two terms : e.g. A to C and D, when neither
of these terms is predicable of the other, either universally orin some other way, A will not always be predicable of them in consequence of possessing a common
quality. For instance it is a common quality of isosceles
and scalene triangles to have their angles equal to two
right angles, for it belongs to them because they are a
particular kind of figure and not in any otherconnection.
Butthis is not always_ the case. Suppose acommon
quality B which is the cause of A belonging to C and D.
It is clear then that B belongs to D in consequence of
some other common quality, and that other quality in
consequence of a third. This process wouldinvolve
the intervention of an infinite number of terms between
two other terms, which is impossible. If then one term
be common to two others it is not necesFary thatit
should be common to several additional terms, since
there are also ultimate propositions. It is, however,
necessary €or the terms which have something in common with one another to be in the same genusand
derived from the same series, if there is to be any community of essential attributes,for demonstration cannot
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pass from one genus toanother. It is also clear that
when A is predicable of €3,if there be any common
middle term A may be shewn to be so predicable. The
elements of demonstration are all things which are of
the nature of middle terms, and correspond in number
to the quantity of middletermsexisting.Although
immediate propositions, either allof them or only those
which are universal, are the real elements ofdemonstration, yet if there be no such elements there can be
no demonstration; but the stage is that of seeking the
primaryprinciples of demonstration(viz.Induction).
Similarly, suppose A to be not predicable of B ; if there
be either amiddle or a morecomprehensiveterm of
which neither is predicable, the fact that A is not predicable of B maybedemonstrated
; if not, that is
impossible. The primaryprinciples and elements are
equal in numberto the terms of a demonstration, for the
premisesformedbytheseterms
are theprinciples of
demonstration. Also, just as some of theseprinciples
are themselvesindemonstrable,such
asthat
this is
that ’ or ‘this is predicable of that,’ or the corresponding
negatives, so some of theseimmediatePrinciplespronounce that a thing is, others that it is not. When a
proof of anything is required a middle term must be
found which is predicated of the minor B as a primary
attribute. Let such a middle be C, and let A besimilarly predicated of C. If the process be continued in
this way, no premiseis added from outside in the course
of the proof, . a d no attribute is predicated of the subject A. Thus the middleterms are continually compressed, until they form a single proposition not divisible
by any further middle term.Unity is attainedwhen
the proposition is immediate and simply forms one
immediate premise. just asin other subjects the primary

,
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element is simple, though not identical in all cases, being
in Weight a Mina, in Music a Semitone, and elsewhere
something different, so in Syllogism the Unit is Immediate Premise, in Demonstration and Science it is Reason.
Now in affirmative demonstration the middle term never
falls outside the attributesof the predicate, and the same
is sometimes the case in negative syllogisms, as in the
case where A is not predicable of B because of C; namely,
when all B is C and no C is A. But if it be required to
prove that no C is A, one must take a mean between A
and C, and the process will go on for ever. But if one
have to prove that D is not predicable of E because C is
predicable of all D but of none or of not all of E, the
middle term will never fall outside of E, and E is the
term of which D was not to bepredicable.
Inthethird figure the middletermwillnever
fail
outside that term which is denied of another or of which
another is denied.

CHAP. XXIV.
It may be supposed that particular demonstration is superior to universal: Because ( I ) It gives knowledge
of the things in themselves. (2) The universal is
a nonentily, and has no existenceoutsidethe
particulars. But knowhdge of the universal is real&
more extensive than knowledge of the particular. The
universal has not a separate exisknce, but resembles
otherabstractionslike Quality or Relation. It alone
gives the Cause; it cannot end in an unknowable
injnity; it gives knowledge of more things than of
the one under consideration. It conhins the particular potentially, and ends in Understanding, not,
like the particular, in Sensation.
SINCE
one sortof demonstration is universal and another
particular, one affirmative and the other negative, the
question is raised a s to which is superior. A similar
doubt attaches to the method of direct demonstration
and of that which proceeds by reduction to the impossible. First then let us consider the universal and
particular demonstration, and when we have explained
that point we may consider direct and indirect demonstration.
Some
may perhaps
regard
the
particular
method a s superior in virtue of the followirtgconsiderations. if that demonstration which gives us more
scientific knowledge be superior (for to produce that is
the function of demonstration), if further we have more
scientific knowledge of each thing when we. know it
essentially than when we know it through something
else (eg, we know better about the musician Coriscus,
when we know the fact that Coriscus is musical than
when we know that man ’ is musical, and so in other

.

instances) ; if, thirdly, universal demonstration prove
that something else, not merely the thing in question,
is what it is (e.g. prove that the angles of an isosceles
triangle are equal to two right angles, not because it is
isosceles but because it is a triangle), while particular
demonstration shews that the thing itself and not something else possesses the quality in question ; if, in short,
essential demonstration be of a superior kind and particular demonstration & more essential than universal,
then particuIar demonstration would seem to be the
superior. Further, they would argue, no universal can
exist outside the particulars,whileuniversaldemonstration produces the impression that there is some
independentuniversalinconnectionwith
the thing
demonstrated, and that a natural quality of this kind
exists in real objects (e.g. that there is a universal
triangle outside particular triangles, and a universal
figure outside particular figures, and a universal number
outside particular numbers) ; and demonstration which
is concerned with the existing is superior to that which
is concernedwith
the non-existing, andthat which
leads to no errors to that whichdoes.Now
universal
demonstration is of the latter kind, since the method
adopted is cumulative, as e.g. in the demonstration of
analogy, that'what is not in line,number, solid or
plane is the universal of analogy.' Since then universal
demonstration is of this character, and since it is less
concerned with existence than is particular demonstration, and since itmay produce wrong opinions, it wwhp
seem to be inferior to particular demonstration. But is
not this last argument favourable rather to univerd
than to particular demonstration ? If the quality d
having its angles equal to two right aagies betong w
o figure, not becaw it _is isosceles but because it is

triangle, he who only knows that it is isosceles knows
less than he whoknows it to be atriangle.Strictly
.
speaking when thisquality
is proved to inhere in
isosceles triangle, butnot
as aresult of that figure
being a triangle, the proof is not a demonstration at all.
If however the proof be effected in the manner mentioned, one who knows everything in thelight of its
particular essential qualities has superior knowledge of
it. If trianglehasa
wider denotationthan isosceles
triangle, and if the word triangle ' is not equivocal and
the same idea underlies all triangles, and if further the
quality of having its angles equal to two right angles
belongs toevery triangle, thenan isosceles triangle
does not possess this quality because it is isosceles but
because it is a triangle.
a
Consequently one who knowstheuniversalhas
higher knowledge of the thing's essential qualities than
onewhoknowstheparticular.
Thus universal demonstration is superiortoparticular.
Further, if the .
Universalbe one and unambiguous, the universal will
exist in no lessadegreethantheparticulars,
but
actually in a greater degree, in that the universal possesses anly imperishable qualities while the particulars
are more liable to perish. Moreover there is no necessity
for supposing that the universal is anything outside the
pmiculars because it expresses a unity, any more than
that those categories have independent existence which
signify, not substances,but qualities, relations or actions.
I€, in fact, it be supposedthat the universal hasa
separate existence, it is not the demonstration
which
is to be bhmed, but the listener who misunderstands it.
Moreover if demonstration be a syllogism proving the
cause and w o n of a thing, the universal contains the
i~&useio a higher .degree, for that which is an esgentid

attribute of a thing is its own cause. Now the universal
is primary and is therefore the cause
of the attribute.
Hence universal demonstration is superior for it gives
a better proof of the cause andreason.
Further we pursue our searchfor the cause of a thing
until, and think that we have learned it when, we see
nothing else which can be regarded as the cause, whether it be in the region of becoming or being. This last
must be theend and goal of our enquiry. Take the
question, ‘for what reason did he come ? ’ ‘To receive
the money, and this in order to pay his debt, and that
again in ordernottoactunjustly.’
If we proceedin
this way, when we find that a thing has happened on no
other account and for no other reason than the fact we
‘ it is, or
have attained to,we say that ‘he came’ or
becomes owing to this ultimatecause,’ and that we have
then learned most completely why he came. But if the
same happens with regard to all causes and all reasons,
and if our knowledge is most complete when we know
the ultimate cause, then in othercases also we have
most complete knowledge of a thing when its existenceis not merely the result of the existence of something
else. When therefore we know that the external angles
of a figure are equal to four right angles because it is
isosceles, there remains thequestion ‘why have isosceles
figures this quality ? The reason of this is that they
are triangles, and the reason why triangles possess this
quality is that they are rectlinear figures. If this latter
fact be not caused by something else, we have then the
most complete knowledge of it, and have then attained
to the universal.Henceuniversaldemonstration
is

superior.
Further,the more ademonstrationpartakes
of the,
aature of the particular, the larger is the indefinite

.
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element which it contains. In so far a s things are
indefinite they are unknowable, in so far as they are
definite theyare knowable. Hencethings
are more
knowable the greater the universal element they contain, less knowable the greater the particular element.
Demonstration is applicable in ahigherdegreeto
things which are more capable of demonstration,
andcorrespondsindefinitenesstothedefiniteness
of its objects. Consequently that demonstration which
is the more universal is superior,since it is demonstration in higher
a sense.
Moreover, that demonstration which bringsoneknowledge of otherthings as
well a s of the single object of study is preferable to that
which gives information about the latter alone; and one
who has a universal demonstration knowsthe particular
as well,while one who knows the particular
does not
know the universal. Hence universal demonstration
is
superior from this point of view also.
W e may also consider the following point. To prove
mre universally is to use for the proof a middle term
which is nearer to the elementary law; now that which
is nearest to this law is the ultimate, and so the ultimate
must be identical with the elementary principle. If then
the demonstration which is derived from the elementary
principle be moreexact than that which is not, that
which is more nearly derived from it must be moreexact
zhan that.,which is more remote. Now the former has
the largeruniversal element. Hence from thispoint of
view the, universal is superior. E. g. If one had to
prove that A is predicable of D ; the middle terms are
B and C, B being the more universal. Thenthe demonstration based on B is more universal.
Some, however, of theargumentshere
used are
mervtly dialectical, and the best prwf that the universal
F
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demonstration is the superior may be derived from the
fact that when we possess the major premise we in a
manner know the minor also and possess it potentially.
E.g. If we know that every triangle has its anglesequal
to two right angles, we know in a manner, or potentially, that an isosceles figure has this property, even if
we do not know that an isosceles figure is a triangle.
On the other hand one who possesses this minor premise, does not in any way know the universal, either
potentially or actually. The universaltoo belongs to
pure thought, while the particular is finally referable to
acts of sensation. This maysuffice to shew that universal demonstration is superior to particular.

CHAP. XXV.
Afirmatave demonstration is sufirior to negative. It requires fewer proposihbns, is more fivsuasive arPd
comprehnsi&le,and also more immediate, f o r Uze
negative is on& proved through the medium of the
afirmatibe.
THAT
affirmative demonstration is superior to negative
is plainfrom the following considerations. W e may
supposethat,othercireumstances
being similar, the
demonstration which proceeds from fewerpostulates,
hypotheses, orpremises is superior. .If these fewer
postulates are as well known as the more numerous,
knowledge will beattained more quickly by their m a a s :
a desirableresult.
Now thereason for the assertia
that the demonstrationproceeding from fewer
80 long as they are universal, is supria-$is as foUaws.
ff the middle terms be equally wdl known, then she

.

.
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antecedent terms will likewise be better known. Firstly
then let it be supposed that, by means of the middle
terms B, C and Dl the demonstration is arrived at that
E is A, and then the same demonstration by means of
the middle terms F and G. Here the fact that D is A
is similar to the fact that E is A, but the fact that D is
A is antecedent to and better known than the fact that
E is A, for the latter is demonstrated by means of the
former, and that bywhich a thing is demonstrated is
more convincing than the thing demonstrated. Hence,
othercircumstances being similar, thedemonstration
proceeding by means of fewer propositions is superior.
In both cases alike the proof is attained by means of
three terms and two premises, but affirmative demonstrationassumes that acertainthingexists,negative
demonstration first that it does and then that it does
not exist, so that the latter i s inferior to the former.
Further, since it has been proved that, when both premises are negative, no conclusion can be arrived at, a
negative syIlogism musthaveone
negative andone
affirmative premise. We should now add the following
condition. When the
demonstration
is extended in
applicationthenumber of affirmative premises must be
increased, while the negative premises in each syllogism
can never be more than one. Suppose that no B is A,
but all C is B. If the premises are to
be further enlarged a middle term must be interposed between each
of these pairs. Let the middle between A and B be D,
and that between BC be E. Now itisclearthatthe
term E is affirmative, and D must be affirmative when
joiied to B, negative :when joined to A, for all €3 must
be D,and no D must be A. Thus one premise, DA, is
negatwe.
The samemethodapplies
to other syllogisms. In
F 2
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affirmative syllogisms the middle term is always used
affirmatively when joined with one of theothertwo
terms, but in negative syllogisms the 'middle term must
be negative in one premise. Thus one premise is negative but theothersare
affirmative.Also
if that by
which a thing is proved be more comprehensible and
convincing than the thing itself, and the negative demonstration be proved by affirmative premises, but not
vice vers$ the affirmative demonstration would seemto
be prior to, and more comprehensible and convincing
thanthe negative.
Moreover, since the first principle of syllogism is the
universal immediate premise, and since in the affirmative syllogism theuniversal premise is affirmative, in
the affirmative
thenegative it is negative;sincealso
premise is prior to and more comprehensible than the
negative (for the negation only becomes known by means
of the affirmation, and affirmation is prior to negation,
just as ' being ' is prior to ' not-being '); then the primary
principle of the affirmative syllogism is superior to that
of the negative, and that syllogism which uses superior
principles must itself be superior. Moreover, the affirmative syllogism is more primary, because without it no
negative syllogism can be formed.

.
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CHAP. XXVI.
Negative demonstration is superior to demonstration by
rcduction to the impossible,for, though bothare proved
by means of Not-being, in the case of the negative demonstration this Not-being is atttembr to the demonstrath, in thecase of the other it follows. This
advantage of priority makes the Negative superior.

SINCE
the affirmative argument is superior to the negative it is clearly superior to the reduction to the impossible. The difference between them should be noticed.
Thus, let no B be A, and all B be C. It follows necessarily that no C can be A. When terms are thus placed
the negative demonstration shewing that C is not A is
direct. The reduction to the impossible ontheother
handproceeds as follows.Ifonehave
to prove that
3 is not A one must assume that it is" A, and also that
C is B ; whence it follows that C is A. This is already
known and acknowledged to be impossible. Hence the
conclusionfollows that B cannot be A. If then C be
acknowledged to be A, B cannot be A.
The terms then are arranged in a similar way in both
methods, but a difference arises according to which of:
the two negative premises is the better known, whether
that shewing that B is not A, or that C is not A. When
the conclusion that C is not A is better known we have
a demonstration by reduction to the impossible, when
the other negative proposition in the syllogism itself (B
is not A) is better known, the demonstration is direct.
Now the proposition B is A is naturally prior to the
proposition C is A, for that from which the conclusion
is drawn is prior to the conclusion itself. But the proposition C is not A is the conclusion, the proposition B
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is not A is a premise from which the conclusion is
drawn; and the refutation of any statement does not
consist merely in the conclusionbut inthe premises
fromwhichit is drawn. Now that fromwhich a conclusion is drawn is a syllogism so constituted that one
premise bears to the other the relation of whole to part
or part to whole. The premises CA and BA, however,
have not this relation to one another. If then the
demonstration from prior and better known premises be
superior, and if further both methods of demonstration
rest on the assumption that something does not exist,
if thirdly one of these methods be derived from a more,
another from a less primary source, then negative demonstration is, from this fact alone, superior to reduction
to the impossible. Hence, if affirmative be superior to
.negative demonstration, itis plainly superior to reduction
to theimpossible.,
CHAP. XXVII.
The kt;phest scimce is that which gives both fhefact and
the muse. The s&nce which gives the cause onb i
supevior bo that whichgives the fact on&. One s c b w
may also be supcvio~fo anofher because if has immak d o&+
or simpler pu;nn;Sks.

A SCIERCE is more exact than and priorto another whea
i t gives the fact and the cause at the same time, and
when there are not separate sciences for each. F u I ? ~
a science which has no material object is more exact
than and prior to one which has(as in the case of
arithmetic as contrasted with harmonics). Lastly a
science with simpler principles is superior to one which
requires a greater number. What I mean by this m y

I.
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Point is a
substance in position, Unit a substance without position.
Hence ‘point ’ is possessed of additionalqualities or
principles.

be illustrated by the followingexample.

.~

CHAP. XXVIII.
A science is one when it applies to a singje genus, and
when all the princ@esusedbelong to thal sn‘ence.
Otherwisedemonstrationwould
be impossible (
cJ
BK.I, c. 7).
THOSE
sciences are one and the same which belong to
the same genus,namely those whichhave the same
primary principles and common parts or essential qualities. One science
differs
from
another when their
elementary principles are not drawn from the same
source, and when the principles of one science are not
derived from those of the other. A proof of this may be
Seen when one reaches the indemonstrable propositions
of ascience. These, if the sciencesbeone, must belong
to the same genus as the things whichare demonstrated.
Another proof of this is that the things demonstrated
are homogeneous to those indemonstrable propositions
by which they are proved.

CHAP. XXIX.
-

demonstrations of t h same condusion way be
given, and their mia%e &rms m y be faken from
&yerent series as well a5.ftvm the saw series. Such
W i e ternas must however- be rec$rocal& predicabh.

& W Y ~

IT is possible
same

to give several demonstrations of the

t h i i , not oaly by taking a middle term from the
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same series of terms, and that too a middle term which
is not logically proximate (as for instance by taking as
middles between A and B not only the proximate term
C, but also D and E) but by taking one from a different
series of terms. As an instance of this last let A represent Changing, B Rejoicing, D Moving, and again H
represent Beingcalm. Now D maybe correctly predicated of B, and also A of D, for one who rejoices
experiences movement,and thatwhich moves undergoes
a change. Again A may also be predicated of H, and H
of B, for everyone who rejoices feels a calm, and one
whofeels
a calmundergoes
a change. Hencethe
syllogism is established by different middle terms not
derived from the same series. It is not however allowablethat
neither of these middle terms should be
predicable of the other, for both are necessarily predicable of acommon third term. The other figures of
the syllogism may also be examinedin orderto see
in how many ways a syllogism withthe same conclusion
may be constructed.
CHAP. XXX.
No demonstration caH prove fortuitous circumstances, for
demonstratiort deals OH& with the neassary or sometimes with the probable.

N o knowledge of a fortuitous Occurrence canbe attained
by demonstration. The fortuitous does not resemble
either the necessary or the probable, but is that which
falls outside both of these classes, while demdnstration
deals with one or other of them, since every syllogism
is drawn from necessary or probable premises. If then
the premises be necesssary the conclusion is so likewise,

.
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if the premises apply, in most cases only, the conclusion
has asimilarapplication.
Hence, if the fortuitous be
neither probablenornecessary,
it cannot be demonstrated.

~i

CHAP. XXXI.
No Snknce can be attaimd &y means of Sensation, which
can mvevprove a universal,though repeated sensations
may in time produce a universal, andthis a knowledge
of the Cause.
NOR canscientificknowledgebegained
by means of
sense perception, for even though perception may give
information concerning a thing’s quality as opposed to
its concrete existence, yet an act of perception must
indicate the existence of the object in a particular place
and at the present time. The universalon the other
hand andthat which is present in every example of
a subject cannot be perceived by the senses, for the
universal is not a particular thing visible at the present
moment,for then it wouldnotbea
universal at all,
seeing that we mean by Universal that which is eternal
and omnipresent. Since the demonstrations rest on the
universal, and universals cannot beperceived by the
senses, itis clear that one cannot acquire scigntific
knowledge by means of sense perception. Even ifwe
could have perceived that a triangle has itsangles equal
to two right angles, we should certainly have gone on to
search for a demonstration of it, and should not, as some
assert, have already known the fact by means ofperception alone. Perception as an act must deal with the
particular alone, while scientific knowledge
consists in
learning the universal. T h h even if we were on the
m ~ l nand saw the earthshutting
out the light, we

should nevertheless be ignorant of the cause of an
eclipse, We should indeed see thatthe moon was
being eclipsed a t that particular moment, but we should
notknow the cause of an eclipse in general, for our
perception would not be of the universal. I do not deny
that after seeing the same phenomenon occurrepeatedly
we might search out the universal law, and thus attain
to demonstration, seeing that knowledge of the universal
results from repeated acts of sense perception. But the
value of the universal lies in its shewing the cause of
particular phenomena, and consequently the universal
is more important than the perception of particular
cases or the immediate apprehension of such things a5
have for cause something other than themselves. Of
self-caused primaries we are notnowspeaking.
It is
then clearly impossible to acquire scientific knowledge
of any demonstrable thing, unless the meaning of
' scientific knowledge acquired through demonstration '
be attached to the phrase 'act of sense-perception.'
Certain doubtful questions may be solved by a reference to the failure of the sense perceptions. Thus if we
had seen certain things we should have made no further
enquiry about them, not because we know them simply
from seeing them, but because the mere sight of them
would have sufficed to give us the universal. E,g. If
we saw that the burning-glass was porous and that the
Iightfiltered through the apertures, it wouldbe clear
why it burns, because we should see the phenomenon
occur in every separate glass ; but we should yet have
to form the abstract idea that this quality is u n i v d i y
true of every possible glass l.

' This translation fo1lw.q the reading ird d u 4 r with the Ckneadon
P r e s Edition. Postq Zell and other versions follow the old reading
+f&
'transmits light,' and make 5 e b s refer to all kinds of g h s

-

CHAP. XXXII.
The princa$les of demonstration cannot be S h e satne in all
cases, for true conclwbns may be drawn from f a k e
premises, and even in the case of true syllogisms tha
prindples may darer generically. Further a l l p v i n d
ples m y be divided into Common and Special, cowesfinding to the grounds and the subjects (it t Kal
m p i a) of dimonstratiole.

.

IT is impossible that all syllogisms should have the same
elementary principles, and this may be proved by purely
dialectical considerations, Some syllogisms are true,
others false, and it is also possible to deduce a true conclusion from false premises, though only in one particular
class of circumstances. For instance the proposition C
is A may be true, but the middle term B is false, since
3 is not A, nor yet is G B. But if the middle terms to
these premises be expressed, the falsity of the premises
will become obvious ; since a false conclusion presupposes false premises, while true conclusions result from
true premises, and false and true premises are different
from oneanother.Nor do false conclusions I”01lowonly
from premises which are false in the same manner as
themselves, for things which are false may be both the
contrary to and inconsisteat with each other, as may be
h t r a t e d &y the assertions ‘Justice is either injustice
~ fcowardice
:
’ ; ‘Man is either a horse oran ox’;
‘Equal is either greater or less.’ That all sylIogisrns
haw: notthesame principles may also be proved as
Waws from madusions already arrived at. Even tnre
d u s i o n s are not invarablg derived from the same
principles, fctr in m a ~ ycases the principles
diftex aad do not suit every kind OF argument : e.g.
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the conception of ‘ unit ’ cannot be used as a principle
when theorizing concerning points, since units,
unlike
points, have no special position. In order to make the
sameprinciplessuitvariousforms
of syllogism itis
necessary to use them as predicates of the major term,
as subjects of the minor or as intermediate between
major and minor ; or else theymust be variously related,
some being intermediate between major and minor,
others superior to the major or inferior to the minor.
No common principles can exist from which everything may be demonstrated (by ‘common principles,’ I
mean those resembling the proposition,-‘it is possible
either to affirm or denyeverything.’)Existingthings
differ generically ; some predicates can only be assigned
to thegenusquantity,otherstothat
of quality,and
these subjects and predicates together with the common
principles of science join in producing a demonstration.
Moreover theprinciples are not much less numerous
than the conclusions, since the principlesconstitute
premises, and may become formal premises by inserting
a term between major and minor or addinga term either
superior to the major or inferior to the minor. Further
the conclusions are unlimited, the terms limited. Again
some principles are necessary, some contingent.
this way we see that
Ifwe consider the matter in
these limited principlescannot be identical, sincethe
conclusions are unlimited. If an objector were to assert
that these are the principles of geometry, those of calculation, those again of medicine, his assertion wodd
simplyamount tosayingthatdifferentscienceshave
different principles. It is howeverabsurd to say that
they are the same principles in all cases just because
they are principles and not something else; for by that
method all distinctthings might be proved identical.

I.
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Nor can it be meant that every premise will prove every
conclusion, which would be equivalent to claiming that.
all sciences should have the same principles-a ridiculous
assumption, for this is not the case with existing kinds
of exact science, nor is it possible in logical analysis.
The immediate premises are principles, and distinct from
them is the conclusion which is attained by means of
the addition of an immediate premise. If it be asserted
that it isthe primary immediate premisesthat constitute
those principles which are identical in every science, we
should answer that there is a unique premise in each
branch of science. If then it be agreed that not everything can be proved from any principle whatsoever, and
yet that the principles of various sciences are not so unlike one another as to fall into distinct classes, there
remains the suggestion that theprinciples of every
science are akin, while the conclusions drawn from them
differ. This however is clearly untrue, for it has been
proved that the principles of sciences which differ generically are themselves generically different. Principles
are in fact of two kinds, being either the sources or the
subject of science. The former are common, the latter,
such as number ’ or ‘magnitude,’ are peculiar to each
science.

CHAP. XXXIII.
.

I

Sdence depentis un the Necessary, Opi&onon the Contingmt. Ofinion +nay attain to immediate propositions,
brrt as these are notnecessavy, Opinion is uncertain and
can never be applied lo the same object as Science.
and its object differ from Opinion
and its object, in that Science is universal and rests on
SCIENTIFIC knowledge
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the necessary, andthe necessary is not contingent.
Somethingsaretrue
and do exist, but yet are contingent so that they cannot be the object of science, for
that would involve the identification of the contingent
with its opposite, 'the necessary. Neither isthe contingent the object of Reason (bywhich I mean the
elementary principle of Knowledge), nor again of indemonstrable knowledge, which consists in the assump
tion of immediate propositions. Yet Reason, Knowledge
and Opinion, together with everything which they make
known, are true, so that the object of Opinion is still
the true or the false, but yet contingent ; that i s to say
it involves the apprehension of an immediatebutnot
necessary proposition.
This view is inharmonywith
ordinary experience,
which makes us regard Opinion as unreliable, and the
nature of the things about which opinion is held is likewise unreliable. Also when one thinks that something
cannot but be what it is, one never supposes that one
merely opines that thing, but that one knows it. On the
other hand when one thinks that the thing is now some
one particularthing, but yet that nothing prevents
it from
taking a different form, then one supposesoneself merely
to opine, since opinion refers to objects of this latter
kind, whereas knowledge relates to the necessary. Why
then, it may be asked, is it impossible' to opine and
know the same thing, and why is not opinion the same
as knowledge, if it be laid down that everything which
one knows may also be the subject of opinion, and those
who merely opine pass in company through the intervening middle terms until they arrive at ultimate principles? If the former possess scientific knowledge

'

. ..

Reading d s o b 06s $arr
The negative seems nenssarg as tHis
passage is evidmoy attribeted to 8n imaginary ubjtxtor.
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why do notthelatter
also?The object of Opinion
may be the Cause of things just as much as the Fact of
their existence, and it is the Cause which supplies the
middle term.
The difficulty may be explained thus. One
who has
such a clear perception of the uncontingent objects as
also to possess the definitions by means of which the
demonstrations of them are arrived at, will know those
objects and not merely opinethem. If on theother
hand he knows them as true, but yet he does not know
thattheattributesinquestion
belong essentiallyand
specificially tothe subject, he will onlyhave opinion
not scientific knowledge both of the fact and the cause,
that is tosay if hisopinionreston
immediate propositions. If his opinion do not so rest, hewill opine
onlythe fact, notthe cause. Opinionand Knowledge
have not absolutely the same
object,but their objects
are similar in the manner in which the objects of Truth
and Falsity are similar. The assertion of some that
true and false opinions are of the same kind involves
many absurdities, such as that a false opinion is not an
opinion at all, since all opinions are assumed to be true.
But since (the same ' is used in many senses, false and
trueopinions are inonesensethe
same, inanother
different. For instance,a true opinion thatthe diagonal is commensurable with the side of a square would
be absurd, but since the diagonal concerning which the
opinions are held remains the same whether the opinion
abut it be right or wrong, the object of the two kinds
of opinions is one andthe same, while according to their
essentialnature anddefinition those opinions
are different.
in 5t similar way knowledge and opinionmay be said to
hve the same object. The knowledge concerning the
mtare d animal is of such a kind that its object cannot
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be other than animal. Opinion concerning the same is
suchthat its objectmay be otherthan animal. Thus
knowledge concerning man contains a reference to his
essentialcharacteristics, opinion contains no such reference. In thiscasetheobjects
of knowledge and
opinion are the same, but regarded from a different point
of view.
It is clear from this that one cannot opine and know
the same thing at the same time. Otherwise one would.
suppose simultaneouslythat a thing wasboth contingent
and necessary, which is impossible. It is possible, a s
has been said, for knowledge and opinion- concerning
the same object to exist in different persons, but in the
same person they cannot. Otherwise he would have to
supposesimultaneouslythat,e.g.
Man isessentially
animal (for that is equivalent to saying ‘man cannot
but be animal I ) andalso
‘ man isnotessentially
animal ’ (for that is the meaning of ‘capable of being
something else’ or ‘contingent ’1. How to distinguish
between Inference, Reason, Knowledge, Art, Prudence
and Wisdom, are questions belonging partly to Natural
Philosophy and partly to Ethics. (Cf. de An. I, I. Eth.

VI,31 4).
CHAP. XXXIV.

Sagacity is (z r a w p e m p t i o n of the middle tern,or cuxw,

resulhtzg from a consi&r&&n of #e major a d
minor terms.
SAGACITY
is a faculty for hitting upon the middle term
in an imperceptible moment of ,time. For installee,
suppose some one, seeing that the moon always has its
bright side turned towards thesun, quickly inferred that

L
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this was so because the moon receives its light from the
sun ; or again, seeing someone conversing with a rich
m n , inferred that he was doing so in order to borrow
money ; or again inferred that the reason why two
persons were friends of one another was thatboth were
enemies of athird person. On seeingthe major and
minor of the syllogism the sagacious man is able to
perceive all the causes or middle terms. Thus : Let A
represent ‘having its bright side towards the sun ’ ; B
lighted from the sun ;’ C * the moon.’ Now B, ‘lighted
from the sun,’ is true of C,the moon ; A, ‘having their
bright side towards the body fromwhich the light is
received ’ is true of all objects denoted by B. Hence A
is true of G because it is true of 3.

G
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CHAP. I.
The objects of knowledge are four in number :-a thittg's
existence, its muse, the question whether it is, and its
nature.

THEsubjects of enquiry are equaI in number to the objects of scientificknowledge. We enquire about four
things, the fact of the phenomenon, its cause, whether it
existsand what its nature is.Nowwhenwe
ask
whether a thing is this or that, taking two alternatives,
e.g. asking whether the sun is eclipsed or not, we ask
about the fact. A proof of this is thatwhen we find that
it is eclipsed we abandon this line of enquiry. Also if
we know from the first that it is eclipsed we do not ask
whether it is elipsed or not. Next, after learning the
fact of the phenomenon we seek for the cause of it. For
example, when we know that the sun is eclipsed or that
the earth does move, we go on to seek for the cause of
the eclipse or of the movement.
These questions concerning the fact and cause stand
6 2
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towards each other in the relation here stated, but in
some questions the enquiry
proceeds differently : namely
whether a thing exists at all or not ; e.g. as to whether
or not a centaur or a god is. By ‘whether it is or not’ I
mean is absolutely, not whether a thing is, e.g., white or
not white. When we know that the thingdoes exist we
enquire about its nature, asking, for instance, ‘What
then is a god, or what is a man ? ’

CHAP. 11.
Thefimt and third of these pestions and also the semd
and fourth may be ident@ed. Hence all seiedi?c
mquiky cons& in inve&a&ng whether there is a
mMle term, and what tke m*&h term is, for the
m d d e is t&nfikaZ d h tke case.
THESE
or such as these are thesubjects about which we
enquire and which we know when we have found what
we sought. Now when we ask about thefact, or enquire
whether the thing has absolute
existence, we enquire
whether it has a middle term, but when we have learned
the fact and solved the question as to its absolute or
partial existence, then we ask what the middle term is.
My phrase ‘partial existence ’ would be illustrated by
the questions ‘Does the moon wax? ’ or ‘ Is the
eclipsed ? ’ In questions of this sort we do really a&
whether a thingexistsor
not.
Abscslute existmce ’
might be illustrated by the questions Does a moon, OT
does night, exist or not ? ’
Hence it follows that in every enquiry we rdiy ask
if a middle term for the subject in question is M e k
this mid& term is. The reasen is that the
tenn

--
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contains the cause, and it-is thecause that we look for
in all cases. Forinstance we ask first ‘Is the moon
eclipsed ? ’ Then, ‘ Is there any cause of the eclipse or
not? ’ Next, on learning that some cause of it is known
w e enquirewhatthecause
is. Now the cause of a
thing‘s being, (not of its being this or that, but of its
being absolutely) or again the cause why a thing has no
absolute existence but is an essentialor
accidental
attribute of something else, is nothing but the middle
term. When speaking of absolute existence I refer to
the existence of the subject, whether it be moon, earth,
sun, or triangle ; examples of attributes would be
ecl~pse,equality, inequality, interposition or non-interposition of the earth.
In all these cases it is clear that the nature of the
thing anditscauseare
the same. To the question
‘What is an eclipse? ’ the answer is ‘An exclusion of
light from the moon owing to the interposition of the
earth.’ ‘Why does an eclipse take place, or why is the
moon eclipsed ? ’ ‘Becausethelight
fails when the
eartfi excludes it.’ ‘What is harmony? ’ ‘ An arithmetical proportion between sharpand flat.’ ‘Why does
sharp harmonize with flat ? ’ ‘Because they are in a
certain arithmetical proportion.’ Thus the question
sharp and flat harmonize ? ’ is equivalent to ‘ Is
there an arithmetical proportion between them? ’ On
lawning that there is we proceed to ask, ‘What then
is the proportion? ’ That the object of our enquiry is
redly the middle term is clearly displayed by those cases
in which the middle term is perceptible to the senses.
We make an enquiry about it only when we have not
p
&
r
e
&
it. d
Thus, in the case of eclipse, we ask
there is such a thiag or not. If, however, we
were bn the moon we &wld not enquire whether an
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eclipse does occur, nor yet why it occurs, for the answers
to both thesequestions wouldbecome visible simultaneously. We should in fact have learned the universal
as a result of sense perception. Sense perception would
shew that the earth was at a particularmoment excluding the sun’s light; and since it would also be obvious
that the moon was then being eclipsed, knowledge of the
universal would have been attained immediately. Thus,
as we have said, knowing the nature of a thing is the
same as knowing its cause. The former of these may
either have or not have an independent existence. E.g.
‘One thing is larger, or smaller, thananother.’ ‘The
three angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles.’
It has now been made clear that every kindaf enquiry
involves a search after the middle term.

CHAP. 111.
Definitions and demonstration are not identical. Denj5itwns are always general and afirmative, whiie some
sylloflkms may be particular or negative. Even universal afirmativesyllogisms cannot always be replaced
by de3nitions. The ps-ita&ples of demonstratioff,which
are themselves indemonstrable, may &edejnitions, but
the twoprocessesd@er.
DepindtioH statesa thin&
essence, Demonsfratwn presupposssit.
WE may now state in what ways the essential natureof
a thing may be proved, and also what definition is and
whatare its objects; and we may firstmentianthe
difficulties connected with these subjects. We will
begin with a point closely connected with the matters
last treated of, namely the questionwhich might be

11.
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raised as to whether it is possible to know the same thing
and knowitin the same way by means of Definition
and by means of Demonstration. Ought not this to be
heldimpossible ? Definitionwouldseemto express a
thing's essential nature, which is invariably universal
and affirmative. Some syllogisms however are negative,
others not universal; for instance all in the second
figure are negative, those in the third are other than
universal. Then too delinition is not invariably practi-*
cable even in the case of the affirmative syllogisms in
the first figure ; e.g. .the proposition ' Every triangle has
its angles equal to two right angles,' cannot be arranged
as a definition. The reason of this is that knowing a
thing demonstratively is equivalent to having a demonstration. Hence if such cases are capable of demonstrationthey clearly cannotadmit of definition as well.
Otherwise one would acquire knowledge by means of
the definition without possessing any demonstration ;
for it is quite possible to have a definition without drawing any demonstration from i t An inductive proof will
lead to the same conclusion. We never know anything
either of the essential or accidental attributes of a thing
from merely defining it. Moreover definition is a method
of making knownsubstances, while propositions like the
above concerning the triangle clearly do not contain the
substance of the subject, It is clear then that not everything which is capable of demonstration also admits of
being defined ; but then the further question arises:.When a thingis definableisit invariablycapable of demonstration or not ?
One argument against the possibility of this latter
suggestion has already been mentioned, namely, that a
single subject is, as such, treated of by a single science,
Hence if demonstrative knowledgeof a thing consists in
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having a demonstration of it we are placed in a dilemma,
as one who possesses a definition without demonstration
will have real knowledge.
Further, the elementary principles of demonstration
are definitions, and it has been shewn before that these
principles admit of no demonstration Either then these
principles must be demonstrable and also the principies
of the principles, andthe like process will go on to
infinity ; or else the primary principles will be indemonstrable definitions.
But if the objects of definition and demonstration be
not entirely the same, may they not be partly the same ?
Or is that impossible, nothing whichcan be defined
being capable of demonstration ? Definition expresses
the nature of a thing and its substance, but demonstrationsall clearly assumethenature
of a thing as B
hypothesis, as,e.g. mathematical demonstrations assume
the nature of Unit or Odd, and so with other demonstrations.Further, every demonstration proves something of a subject : e.g. that it exists or does not exist ;
but in a definition no one thing is predicated of anbthtr:
e.g. animal is notpredicated of biped nor biped of
anima?; nor figure of superficies ; for superficies is %
what figure is nor is figure what superficies is.
By this I mean, e.g. that we have already proved that
an isosceles triangle has its a n g l e s qual to two right
angles if we have proved that every triangle has &at
quaiity, for isoscelestriangle is a part, triangk in general
a whole. But a thing's Nature and its Existence are not
thus related to one another, since neither is a part of
the other. It is ctear then that a demonstratian is aot
invariably atta3nabk in cases which admit of definition,
and that detinition does not invariably accuqmy deinonstration

,
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Hence, generally speaking, one cannot have both for
any one subject. It is therefore clear that definition and
demonstration cannot be identical, nor can one be part
of another, for then their objects would have borne a
like relation to one another.
This may be regarded as the answer to the present
difficulties.

CHAP. IV.
A syllogissn could on& be expressed as a definihim 8
7a
term converfiMe with fhe two other f e w were
employed. This, however, would involve a Petalio
P&W3&i.
CAN a syllogism or a demonstration treating of a thing’s
Nature be arrived at,or, as our recent argument assumed,
is that impossible ? Syllogism proves?ne thing of
another by m m s of a middle term, but a thing’s Nature
is a property and is predicated as part of its essence.
Further, definition must be convertible with the thing
defined ; for if A be a property of B, and that again of
C, each term is a property of the other. Further, if A
be an essential attribute of B, and €3 be essentially mid l y and distributively predicable of C,A must be
4?sseatiaIly predicable of C.
If, h~wever,one do not &us make use of A twice
over, it will not of necessity be predicable of C ; that is
to say when A is an essential attribute of B, but not of
eoerpthing of which 3 is predicabie. 30th A and B
then hwa part of the essence of C. Hence too 3 is
Uy predicable of C ; but if both A and B Be
‘ m m a t i a i attributes of the subject C, and ai50 o
f the
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formal cause of C, the formal cause willbe present in
the middle term before the syllogism is formed.
In general then if one have to prove, e.g. What man’s
essence is ; let C be ‘ man,’ and A the essence, whether
this be ‘bipedanimal’or
somethingelse.
If then a
syllogism is to be formed, A must be predicated distributively of B, and further a middle term is required, and
this will be predicable of the essence A, Thus one will
be assuming what one ought to prove, seeing that B will
also denote man’s essence.
One ought to consider this phenomenon both in the
two premises and in the primary and ultimate proposition, as itwill appear most plainly inthem.
In fact,
those who prove by means of a convertible proposition
what is the essence of Soul, of Man, or of any other
existing thing, are guilty of begging the question.
Thus, suppose it were assertedthatthe
soul is a
thing which is the cause of its own life,and that this
cause
is a number which moves itself.
Here one would have
to assume that the soul is like a number which moves
itself, and is actually identical with it. A will not in
fact be essentially predicable of C because A is a consequence of B, and B of C, though it maybeconventionally so denoted ; nor yet, if A exists, is it thereby
made essentially and distributively predicable of B.
For instance, the essence ‘animal ’ is predicated of
the essence ‘man,’ and it istrue to say that everyessential attribute of man is an essential attribute of animal,
(just as it is true to say that every man is an animal)
but not in the sense that man and animal are identical.
If the terms are not so stated one cannot infer that A
constitutes the essential nature and substance of C. If
they areso stated therewill be a preliminary assumption
that B, the thing which ought to be proved, constitutes

the essential nature of C. Thus no demonstration of
this latter fact will have been given, but we shall have
begged the question.

CHAP. V.
Nor cup1 demonstration be attained by means of Diviswn,
whichnever pyoves necessary connection, and can
ttever give the cause. Thus dejtzitions founded on
division are invalid as lacking the elementof necessity.

9

NOR does the method of Divisionproducesyllogistic
conclusions, as has been pointed out in the analysis of
thefigures of the syllogism (Pr. An. I. 31). There is
never any necessity that the thing to be defined should
be exactlywhat it is stated to be because the other
terms of the division are so ; and the method of division
is even less demonstrative than induction. One ought
not to ask that the conclusion should be admitted, nor
ought it to be held to be true because another admits it,
but it must necessarily be true if those particular premises are true, even though our companion refuses
to
accept it. Thus, in division the question might be asked.
‘Is Man an animate or inanimate creature ? ’ Though
the other may decide in favour of ‘animate,’ yet no real
conclusion has been arrived at. Suppose the question
to follow, ‘As every animate creature is terrestrial or
aquatic, which is man?’ and the other decides for terrestrial. Yet it is not a necessaryconsequence of these
admissions that man is a terrestrial animate creature,
but that also is an assumption.
It makes no difference whethex the division has many
or few parts ; for the same chargemay he brought
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against every instance of it. Even in the case of argaments which might proceed syllogistically, when division
is resorted to t h e method is not syllogistic. There is in
fact nothing to shew that these qualities, though they
may ail be true of man, really express his Nature or
essential Form. Also there is nothing to prevent Division from adding to, subtracting from, or entirelypassing
over the substance of the thing.
It is in this connection that mistakes are generally
made ; but the difficultymaybe solved by taking all
the essential attributes of the thing, arranging them in
order by means of division, making a postulate of the
first attribute and passing over none of the later ones.
Here necessity will be secured so long as everything
falls within the division, nothing being omitted, and so
long as no term is admitted which is capable of a further
subdivision. This process, however, involves no reguIar
syllogism, or if division does convey scientific knowledge
it conveys it in a different way from syllogism.
Nor is
there anything strange in this ; for Induction does not
properly speaking demonstrate, but yet it makes something known. In the present case, however, one who
announces a definition after an inspection of a division
does not really give us a syllogism. Just as in the ease
of conclusions without any middle term, ifit be asserted
that this conclusion must fdlow from this premise, one
is entitled to ask, ‘Why so ? ’ so also with detinitions
which depend on division. E.g. ‘What is man ? ’ ‘A
mortal, footed, biped, featherless animal.’ ‘Why ? ’wiJi
#e asked at every additional attribute. The answer wiri
be that it may, as the speaker supposes, be proved by
dipision that everything is either mortal or immortal;
No reasoning of this kind can have any of th.e charactmistics of definition. Hence even if d
v
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demonstrate something, definition would not thereby
become the same as syllogism.

CHAP. VI.
fiinkiott SU$@~S no common atdribule by means of which
fk various affnhtesm y be bound togethq so as to
Pduce one predkaiwn ins&& of severul.

.

.

!

IS it possible todemonstratethereal
essence of a
subject when one has assumed hypothetically that the
essential nature of that subject is one of the properties
which constitute its formal cause, and that only those
particular qualities, all being peculiar to the subject,are .
so included ? (That is the meaning of the essence of
a subject).
Has one not however really used the same term, the
notion of formal cause, twice over? for one must effect
the proof by means of the middletermwhich
ought
itself to be provedFurther,just
as in a syllogism
there is no assumption as to the nature of inference,
for the premises on which the syllogism is based always
bear the relation of whole or af part to each other, so
the essential form of syllogism ought not to be included
in the syllogism, but to remain outside the particular
prtmises.
One should meet an objector who questions whether
itn inference is syllogistic or not, by saying, ‘that at
teast is the process which we meant by sylhgism,’ and
to one w b asserts that we have not the essential form
of s$togiiw we should answer with a denial, saying
that this was what we meant by the essential form Of
sy&q$sm, Thus sonre conclusion may be arrived at
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without any definition of its essence or of its essential
form being given.
Neithercana
definition be proved by means of a
hypothesis, as illustratedbythe
following example.
Assumingthat
Evil consists in the quality of ‘the
manifold,’ and, in the case of subjects which have an
opposite, the opposite of evil, is the opposite of manifold;it
might be inferred that good, as being the
opposite of evilwill possess the quality which is the
opposite of manifold, and the essence of good will be
proved to be thesame as theessence of indivisible.
Here too,however, the proof is effectedby assuming
the essential form of the subject and’ then proving it,
and this assumption is made for the express purpose of
effecting the proof. It maybe objected that the same
term is not really used both in the definition of evil and
in the proof, and that there is difference. This may be
admitted ; for in demonstrations also it is assumed that
one thing is predicable of another ; but it is not, as in
this case, the thing itself which has to be proved, nor
yet that which has the same definition or is convertible
with it.
The following difficulty applies both to a proof proceeding bydivision and to a syllogism based on definition.
Why are thepredicates of a definition not taken separately, as, in the sentence above ‘man is a biped animal,’
say ‘ an animal ’ and ‘biped’?
whyshouldonenot
The assumptions underlying the definition in no way
demandthattheattributes
predicated shouid form a
single expression ; they might be stated separately, as
one might caIl man both ‘musical ’ and ‘capable of
writing,’ not a ‘musical writer.’

(.
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CHAP. VII.
Definition does not prove the essence of things, f o r , z
y it
proved a thing‘s essential nature, it would also prove
that the thing exasts. It doesnothowevermere&
exelain the meaning of words, for then evevy word
we uttered would be a definition. The objects of
deJnibbn and demonstration are enti@ daxerent,
and neither gives knowledge of a tiring‘s essence.
How then is definition to prove the Substance or Nature
of a subject? It will neither shew, as if demonstrating
from admitted premises, that, when certain premises
exist, something else must necessarily follow, nor will
it shew, as induction shews from the evidence of particular instances, that everything must have a certain
quality because nothing is withoutthatquality ; for
induction does not prove the nature of a thing but only
thatthethingdoes
or does not exist. What other
method of demonstration then remains ? It is surely
impossible to demonstrate by an appeal to the senses,
or by pointing at a thing with the finger.
Further, how is one to prove the essential nature of
a thing ? It is necessary, in order to learn the nature
of Man or of anything else, to know that the subject in
question exists ; for no one can know the nature of the
nonexistent, but only what its name or other designation signifies, as when I say e.g. ‘Goatstag ’; for the
-natureof a goatstag itis impossible to know. Moreover,
though one may prove both the nature of a thing and
that it exists, how can it be possible to do so by one
aad the same method? Definition and demonstration
ea& prove one single thing; but ‘what
man is,’ and
‘that man exists ’ are two different questions.

Further we hold that the existence of anslthing must
needs be proved by demonstration, with the exception
of the essence. Existence as such is in no case identical
with the essence, for that which exists ’ does not form
a separate genus. Hence demonstration will only prove
that the thing exists, not what it is. This may be seen
in the separate sciences. E. g. the geometrician assumes
the meaning of the word Triangle, but proves that Triangleexists.
What is it then which definition will
prove?Will it be theessence of triangle? In that
case one would know by definition the essential nature
of trianglewithoutknowingwhethertriangle
exis%.
This is impossible. It is also clear from t k present
system of definition that definitions do not prove the
existence of a thing. Even if according to the definitioa,
lines drawn from the centre to the circumference of the
circle are equal, what proves the existence of lines or
circle? Why is the thing defined a circle and nothing
else? Why might one not call it bronze just as well BS
circle ? If then definition must prow either the nature
of the thing or the meaning of the name, if f u z ” the
former be impossible, a definition would appear &a be
a phrase with the same meaning as the subject its@.
This is untenable, for in the first place there would be
definitiians of things whieh are not substanem and of
things which do not exist at all, for even non-exitstkg
things may be denoted by a name. Further tv~py
phrase would in that case be a
for it fti
.possible by means of a word to impose any mane
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objects. Further definition doesnotdemonstrate
01:
prove anything, nor can one know the essential nature
of a thing either by definition or demonstration.

CHAP. VIII.
When a thing is once known its essence and its muse are
itkntaj5ed. The essencecannot be denwnstrated, but
before seeking for the cause one must keow that the
thing exists. Hence, thoacgh demonstration cawnot
gtve the essence, wa'fhoutit the essence could n e w bt
leaked.

WEmust now consider which of our recent statements
are well and which ill expressed ; what consequently i s
the nature of definition, and whether it is possible to
produce both a demonstrationand a definition of a
thing's essential nature, or not. Now since, as we have
said (Bk.II., Ch. 2), the knowledge of a thing's nature is
the same as knowledge of the cause of its nature, and
the reason of this is that a cause exists for everything,
this cause must be either the same as the subject itself
or something different. If the latter, it must be either
demonstrable or indemonstrable. If then it be other
than the subject and also demonstrable, the cause must
necessarily form the middle term of the demonstration,
and the syllogism must be proved in the first figure,
since that which is to be proved is a universal affirmative proposition.
Such is the only method of proving a thing's essential
nature by means of some other term, for in proofs of
tbss sort the middle term also must be a substance, and
oae PmPertJr of a thing is proved by means of mother
H
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of its properties. Thus of two essential attributes of tht
same thing one may be proved, the other cannot (bein
taken as the cause or middlein the demonstration
That this method is notdemonstrationhas
been e.
plained before, but it may be regarded as a dialectica
proof of a thing's essence.
W e will now repeat our former statements concernink
the way in which demonstration is concerned with the
essence of subjects. Just as webegin to seek for the
cause of a thing only when we are acquainted with the
fact of a thing's existence, while sometimes (thoughthe
cause cannot be learned before the fact) both fact and
cause are learned simultaneously, so the essential form
clearly cannot be learned without a previous knowledge
that the thing exists. It is impossible to know what a
thing is without knowing whether it exists. The latter
fact we know sometimes fromthe accidental qualities of
the thing itself, sometimes because we are acquainted
To take an
withsome of its essentialattributes.
example of the second ; we know that thunder exists
from the noise in the clouds ; that an eclipse exists from
the interception of light; that man exists, because we
know that an animal of a particular kindexists; that soul
exists,becausewe
know something to exist which
moves itself. In every casewhere weknow a thing
only from its accidentalqualities, we are necessarily
ignorant of its essential nature, for, properly speaking,
we do notknow that it exists ; and to search for a thing's
essential nature without even knowing that the thing
exists is to search for a nonentity. But
the process is
easier when we know something
of the subject'sessential
nature. Thus the better the knowledge we have of the
thing's existence the more easily may we learn t
s
i
essence. The following may stand PIS a first WLIID-
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$pie ofthosecaseswhere

,

'

the knowledge of athing's
jlxistence gives us part of its essence. Let Eclipse
4e A. Moan C. Interposition of the earth B. To
,%eek whetherthe moon is eclipsed or not is equivl.alent to enquiring whether B really exists or not, and
that is the same as enquiring whether B is the cause of
:A. If that be the case, we say that B also exists. As
asecondexample,takethequestion'withwhich
of
thesetwocontradictorymajorsdoes
the definition of
triangle agree :-a triangle has its angles equal to two
right angles ; no triangle has its angles equal to two
right angles ' ? If the premises are immediate truths we
learn the fact andthe cause of the quality simultaneously. If no demonstration bepossibleweknow
the fact
but not the cause. Let C be the moon ; A, eclipse ; B,
the impossibility of there being a shadow at full moon
when nothing visible interposes. If then B (inability to
cast a shadow when nothing interposes between us and
the moon) be true of C , while A (being eclipsed) is true
of B, the fact of an eclipse is evident, but the cause is
not yet known. Thus weknow thatthere is such a
thing as an eclipse but not whatits nature is.
When it is clear that A is true of B, to seek far the
reason why it is true of B is the same thing as seeking
for the nature of €3,whether this be an exclusion of
light, a turning away of the moon or an extinction of its
light. Here then is the cause of the major term, in this
w e A, that is to say an eclipse is caused by an exclusion
of light by theearth. As another exampletake the
question, what is thunder ? A quenching of fire in a
dmd. Why does it thunder ? Because fire is quenched in a cloud, Let cloud be C ; Thunder A ; Quenching
of fire B. Now B is true of C, the cloud, for fire is
g
u
e
n
c
h
e
d in the cloud ;A, the noise, is true of B. Thus
H a

,&{

.
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B is the cause of the major term A. If the middle term
here given be included under another middle term the
definition willbe a prior one. W e have then shewn
how the nature of a thing is attained to and becomes
known, and it follows that there can be no syllogism or
demonstration proving a thing's nature, though this may
become clear as a result of syllogism and demonstration.
Thus we cannot know a thing's nature without demonstration, in cases where the cause is outside the thing ;
and yet it cannotitself be demonstrated, as we remarked
in our previous statement of difficulties.
CHAP. IX.
When the Cause of the thing and the thing itse,f are
identical, no demonstration is possible; f o r we have
then reached ultimate princ:;6les, the nature o f which
must be assumed. When the Cause is outside tk
thing the Cause may be used as a middle term in tk
demonstration.
SOME
things have, others have not acauseoutside
themselves. It is clearthereforethat
of a thing's
essential qualities some are ultimate and primary, the
existence and nature of which must either be assumed
by hypothesis or made clear in some other way than by
demonstration. The arithmetician proceeds in this
way, assuming both the nature of unity and also that
it exists. In the case of things which have a middle
term, things the cause of whose substance is something
outside themselves, there may be a demonstration, as
we have said, this cause being taken as a middle ten&
althoughtheunderlyingessence
of thething is not
demonstrated.

CHAP. X.
A dejnition which gives therealnature

of a thing also
gives its cause, and thus d$Ters only in f o m from
&motstration. There are three classes of definitwn :
( I ) A n indemonstrable explanation of fhe essegce of
a thing; (9)Definitionswhichresemblea syllogism
concerning a things essence; (3) A cordusion of an
essential demonstration.
SINCE
definition is, as we have said, the expression of
a thing's essence, it is clear that one kind of definition
may give the meaning of the name, or of some other
expression having the force of a name :--e. g. the definition of the meaning of ' nature of triangularity as
such.' On learning that the thing corresponding to the
name exists we enquire why it exists, for it is difficult
to grasp the cause of a thing when we do not know
previously that the thing exists. The reason of this
difficulty has been mentioned before (11, c. 8), namely
that we donot know whether a thing exists or not
except accidentally.
An expression may have unity in two ways; either
from a union of the separate parts (in the manner in
which the whole Iliad
is a unity), or from predicating
an attribute of the subject essentially, not accidentally.
Thus one form of definition is that whichgives the
meaningof
a word, as mentionedabove.Another
explains the reason why a thing is. Hence the former
explains signification but provesnothing,while
the
latter clearlygives a kind of demonstration of the
subject's essence, and differs from demonstration only
in form. Thus there is a differencebetweensaying,
Why does it thunder ? ' and ' What is thunder ? ' To
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the former one would answer, ‘because fire is quenched
in the clouds ’ ; to the question, What is thunder ? ’
‘Thunder is the noise of fire being quenched in the
clouds.’ Thus thesamethoughtisexpressed
in two
different ways ; the former answer containing all the
parts of a demonstration, the latter
being stated as a
definition.
Furtherthere maybe a definition of thunder, as
‘a noise in the clouds,’ which forms only the conclusion
of the demonstration of the essence of thunder. Lastly
the definition of ultimate termsisanindemonstrable
proposition statingtheessence
of the subject. Consequently definition is either ( i ) An indemonstrable
expression of the thing’s essence, or (2) A syllogism expressing its essence, differing only in form from demonstration, or (3) The conclusion of a demonstrationwhich
states the subject’s essence. Whathas been said is
enoughtoshew
how fara thing’s essence is demonstrable, how far the reverse ; also what things admit of
demonstrationandwhatdo
not, in what senses ‘definition ’ is used, and in what ways it does or does not
prove a thing‘s essence, and in what cases this can be
done ; lastly the relations of definition to demonstration
have been given, and it hasbeen shewn how far the two
may have the same object.

CHAP. XI.
To know a thing is to knozp) its cause; a d the Causes,
each of whi’ch may be wed as a middle term in
dmnstmtibn, are (1) The substant~lor Formal
cause; (2) The necessary conditions of a thing, or
Material cause; (a) Tkat which gave the j r s t inz~uZsc
to Q thing, or Efiaienl cause; (4) That for the sake
of which a thing is done, or Final cause.
Necessity i of two k i d s : ( 1 ) Obedienceto natural impulse; (a) Obedience lo e d r n a l compatiswn.
WE suppose ourselves to have scientific knowledge of
a thing whenwehave learned its cause. The causes
are four in number. First, the essential conception of
things ; Second, the conditions from which the phenomena necessarily follow. Third,that whichgave the
first impulse to the thing. Fourth, that for the sake of
which the thing happens. All these causes may serve
as middle terms. The material causecannotbe
demonstrated by means of one premise only, there must
be at least two, and that can only happen when one
middle term is added. When this is done a conclusion
must necessarily follow. This may be made clear from
the following example ; ‘Why is the angle in a semicircle a right angle? or, underwhat conditions is it
a right angle?’
Let A be right angle, B the half of two right angles,
C the angle in a semicircle. Now B is the cause of A,
right angle, being predicable of C, the angle in a semicircle ; for this latter is qual to A, and C is equal to €
3,
for it also is a half of two right angles. As then B is
a half of two right angles A is predicable of C, that is
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the angle in a semicircle is a right angle. This cause is
however the same as the formal cause, which gives the
definition of ‘right angle.’ Further it has been proved
that the formal cause may be used as a middle term.
As another example takethe question, ‘forwhat
reason were the Athenians engaged in thePersian
war ? ’ or, ‘What was the cause of the Athenians being
attacked ? ’ ‘Because they assauf ted Sardes together
with the Eretrians ’ ; foritwas
that which gave the
first impulse. Now let A represent ‘ War ’ ; B, 1 making
the first assault ’; C, the Athenians.’ Here B, making
the first assault, is trueof C,the Athenians, and A, war,
is true of B, for men fight against those who have done
the first wrong. Hence A, being attacked, is true of B,
those who did the first wrong, and B is true of C, the
Athenians, for they were the aggressors. Hence in this
case also themiddle term is a cause, namely the efficient
cause. Asan
instance of the final cause take the
question : ‘For what reason is he walking ? ’ ‘In order
that he may keep well.’ ‘What is the object of a
house ? ’ ‘The preservation of furniture.’ Thus, the
purpose of the former is ‘keeping well,’of the latter
6 preserving furniture.’ [There i
s no difference beeween
the cause which makes him walk after supper and the
finalcause of his walking]. Let C represent ‘a walk
after supper,’ B ‘food not remaining undigested,’ A
‘keeping well.’ Let it be assumed as an attribute of
walking aftersupperthat it prevents food remaining
undigested at the entrance to the stomach, and that the
absence of this latter produces health. Now food not
remaining undigested is considered to be an attribute of
C, walking; and A, health, of €3. What then is the
r w n why A, the final cause, is an attribute of C ?
ciearly it is B {food not remaining undigested), and B
’
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is in a manner the cause of A, for it is through it that A
will be explained.
This may also be expressed as follows: Why is
B an attribute of A ? ’ ‘Because being in such a condition as that denoted by B constitutes keeping well.’
The matter would be madestillmoreclearif
we
substituted the notion of final cause for that of efficient
causein this example’. The origins of a thing will
appear in an inverted order in connectionwiththe
efficient cause to that in which they appear in the final
cause syllogism, for in the former case the middle term
or efficient cause must precede the phenomenon, while
in the case of the final cause the minor term C is in
point of time earlier, the final cause itself
(A) coming
last in time.
It is possible for a thing to have a final cause and yet
to be necessary ; e.g. Why does light pass through
a lantern ? Because that which consists of the smallest
parts necessarily passes through the larger apertures.
Thus light is produced because it passes through the
lantern in this particular way, and it also has a final
cause-namely to prevent us from stumbling.
As then a thingwhich has a final causeand is necessary
can exist, so also such a thing can come into existence.
For instance,suppose thunder to arisebothbecause
there must necessarily be hissings and roarings when
fire is quenched and also, as the Pythagoreans hold, in
order to menacethosein
Tartarus and inspire them
with dread. Most instances are of this kind, especially
things which are or have been produced by natural
cause is demonstrated by means of the final cause.
syllogism would be:-A (keeping we& the final cause)
accompanies good digestion (B). But C (theefficient cause) produces
A; t b e n f o r a C ~ B .
1 Le, the &dent
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laws, for nature works in some cases with a definite
purpose, in others of necessity.
Necessity itself has two aspects, one kind being that
which obeys nature or a natural impulse, another that
which acts under compulsion and contrsry to its own
impulse. Thus a stone moves
both
upwards and
downwards ‘of necessity,’thoughnotowing
tothe
same kind of necessary. With regard to theresults
of intellectual processes some thingsare never produced
by accident, but with some end in view (as House or
Statue), others from chance (as Health, or Deliverance
from danger). The final cause is of thegreatest importance in the case of contingent matters, when the
origin of the phenomenon is not fortuitous, andthe
object aimed at, whether natural or artificial, is something good. Nothing howeverwhichcomesaboutby
chance can have any definite object.

CHAP. XII.
T h Cause is the same for past, existing, proceeding a d
f i v e occurrences, a n d k aZways thc mk€dZe term. It
may be simukneous with or anfenbr to its efect. In
ukcular demonstrations cuwes may be infmed from
their efeeds asd viceversci.
Probable e$eds have
probabla cuwes.
THESame cause as that which produces existing things
applies also to things which are in process, have happened and will happen, for in all these cases the middle
term is the cause. Existing things, however, require an
existing cause, things in process a like cause, things
past a past cause, things future a future a w e . For
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instance,tothe
question ‘Why did an eclipse take
place?’ theansweris
because theearthwas
interposing.’ It will take place because the earth will interpose: it does takeplace because the earthdoes interpose.
Again : What is ice ? It may be assumed thatitis
fiozen water. Let C represent Water; A Frozen ; B
the middle term or cause, namely a total failure of heat.
Now B is true of C, and A, frozen, of E. Hence, Ice
is being produced when B is in process, has been produced when B has taken place, and will be produced
when it does take place. Thus this kind of cause and
its effect occur together when they occur at all, they are
in process together, do exist, will exist and have existed
simultaneously.
In cases, however, where causeand effect are not
simultaneous, it may be asked whether, as would appear
to be the case, some things are the causes
of others
which immediately follow them. E.g. Can one thing in
process be the cause of another’s being in process ; is it
a future cause which produces a future effect, or a past
cause a past effect ? Now one may deduce a cause from
the effects which have followed it, and in this case the
starting point lies in the past. On the other hand one
cannotdrawan inference from thecause concerning
the effect, e. g. that because such a thing has happened
some particular effect must have followed. So too with
future events. Whether the
time intervening between
cause and effect be indefinite or definite one cannot say
that ‘because this has happened, such and such an effect
must also have occurred.’ In the interval between the
cause and the effect it would be incorrect to say that
the latter had occurred, though the cause had already
appeared. The same argument applies to future events.
whcn one thing has happened another thing is not
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necessarily about to happen. The cause or middle t e e
ought to belong to the same genus as the effect, being,
in the case of past events, past, of future events, future,
of events in process, in process also, of existingevents,
existing; but past and future cannotbe homogeneous in
this way. Further, the interval between cause and effect
cannot be indefinite nor, untilthe effect is produced,
can it be definite, for during the whole of that interval
it would be false to say that the effect exists.
Here we oughtto examine the meaning of ‘ Uniformity of Nature,’ owing to which a thing when it has
once happened is inclined to happen again. But is it not
clear that what is in process is not a continuation of
that which is past, that one past eventis not a continuation of another, and that everything which is past is an
ultimateand indivisible, pastevents being infact no
more contiguous to one another than
are points, both
of which are indivisible? The samereasoningshews
that the present is not merely a continuationof the past,
for an event in process is divisible, a past event indivisible. An event in process reallybearsthesame
relation to a past event as a line bears to a point.
Infinite past events go to make up that which is now
in process. These subjects must, however, be discussed
more clearlyinthegeneraltreatment
of Motion (Cf.
Phys. Bk.vi). With regard to the manner in which the
middle can be the cause when the result is continuous,
this much may suffice. In these cases also the primary
term and the middle must both be ultimates. For instance, suppose A to have taken pIace because C fras
taken place C however coming laterthan A Now

‘

E,g. the foundations of a house may be known to have been laid
when the house is seen, though the fatter came into existenct aRtr
rite former.

the starting point is C,because it is nearer to the present moment,which forms the starting point in time.
Now C has taken place if D has taken place;and
have
when D has taken place A mustpreviously
taken place. The cause of this is C , for when D has
taken place it is necessary that C should have taken
place, and when C has taken place,it is necessary
that A should have done so before. If the middie
term bethus expressedit mightbe asked whether
the processmustsometimereach
an ultimate and
would always
terminate, or whether a middleterm
appear and so produce an infinite regress, for as was
said a past event is not a continuation of another past
event. Yet one must beginwith the middle term and
with the present moment as a primary point of departure. The same is true of futureevents: for if it be
true to say that the effect D will be, it must be a previous truth that the cause A will be. The cause of this
is C, for if D will be, C will be previously, but if C will
be A will be previously. Thus in these cases also an
infinite subdivision is possible, for future events likewise
are not bound together in perfect continuity, and in the
case ofthem also an ultimate starting point must be
assumed.
The same thing applies to matters ofproduction.
E.g. If a house has been built the stonesmust have been
cut and have existed. What is the reason of this ? Because, for a house to be built, a foundation must
have
k e n laid. If so, stones must have existed previously.
Similarly, if there is to be a house, walls also must exist
beforehand. This too is proved by means of the s a m e
middle term, namely, that afoundation must be laid
before the house can be built.
We =e with regards to matters in process that pro-

duction is effected in a circular manner, and we observe
that this mayhappenwhen the major and minor and
also the middle terms are each of them consequences of
the other, andit is then that Conversion takes place.
Nowweproved
at the outset (Pr. An. 11. 5-7) that
causes and effects may be proved circularly, and that is
the meaning of the circularprocess.
In thecase of
matters of production the method may be regarded as
follows. When theearth has beenmoistened vapours
mustarise.
Whenthat happens a cloud is produced.
From the cloud comes rain, and a s a result of the rain
the earth must bemoistened. Hence the process has
returned to its starting point, and when any one of the
terms is present another follows, when that is present a
third follows, and when the third is present the first
recurs again.
Some events in process are universal, for they exist
or come into existence always and in every instance;
E. g. Not every
others are not invariable but Probable.
man can grow a beard,but
this is usually so. In
such cases the middleterm also mustbeof
ordinary
application. If A be predicated of B universally, and
B of C universally also, then A must be predicated
as invariable attribute of C, always present in every
instance of it (for so we may paraphrase the expressions
'universal,' ' distributive,' and ' eternal '). Our hypothesis was,however, that the attribute was only ordnarily present in the subject, and therefore the middle
' term B must beprobablealso.
It follows then that
things which exist or come into existence ordinarily but
not invariably must also possess certain ultimate starting
points or first principles.

11.
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CHAP. XIII.
The part of dejnition is to examine essential& a t h h t e s
which, individual&, may be either co-exknsive with
their subjects o r morecomprehensive.The
sum of
these attvibutes must however exactly equal the subject. As to the arrangements of attributes, none must
be omitted, and that one must be placed I;& which is
theconsequence of alZ the rest. All dejaifions are
universal; truthand clearness must &e aimed at,
ambipous and metaphmical language must be
avokfed.

IT has already been stated how a thing'sessence is
expressed in definition, and in what ways the essence
canorcannot
be demonstratedor defined. We will
now explain how oneshould discover theessential
attributes of a subject. Of the attributes of every subjectsome arealways more comprehensive thanthat
subject, though keeping within the limits of the genus to
which the subject itself belongs. As aninstance of
more comprehensive attributes I mightmention those
qualities which are universal attributes of the subject in
question but are attributes of some other thing as well.
Thus a quality may belong to every triad but also to
'something other than triad. E.g. Existence belongs to
triad, but also to otherthings not numbers at all. 'Odd'
is also an attribute of every triad but is more comprehensive, for it also belongs to a pentad. Yet this latter
quality remains within the limits of the same genus ; a
pentad being a number, while nothing outside number
cafl be odd. In defining such terms we should reckon
in 30 many qualities as, when taken collectively, may be
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equivalent to the thing defined, though separately they
may have a wider comprehension, and we shall then be
in possession of the thing’s substance.
For instancenumber ’ istrue of every triad, also
‘odd ’ and ‘primary ’ in both senses ;that of not being
the multiple of another number and not being a compound number. The following then is the definition of
triad :-an odd number, primary, and primary in a certain sense. Each of the first two qualities is true of all
odd numbers, while the last quality of primariness is
true of the dyad also, but no number except the triad
possesses all thesequalitiestogether.Since
we have
shewn above that all the attributes which express the
essence of any subject are necessary, while it is the
universal which is alwaysnecessary;sincealso
the
attributesestablished in thecase of triad,orsimilar
attributes of any other subject, are part of the essence,
it follows thattheattributes
predicated of it inthe
definition must necessarily constitutea triad. That they
form its substance is clear from the following considerations. If these attributes are not the essence of triad
they must form a kind of genus of triad either namedor
unnamed, which will be consequently more comprehensive than triad, seeing that we assumed that the genus
is such as potentially to be more comprehensive. If
then the definition be applicable to nothing wider than
individual triads it must form the essence of triad. This”
rests on the assumption that the essence of every subject is the lowest predication of attributes, or one applying only to individuals and to no class higher than that
of the subject. Hence the essence of any other subject
will consist of the attributes predicated of it in a definition of this kind.
W h a one is engaged with any complete whole one

ought to cut up thegenusintoprimary
indivisible
species, e. g. to divide the genus number into triad and
dyad, and then endeavour to establish thedefinitions of
these species, considering the cases of straight line,
circle, or right angle. Next
after
establishing
the
nature or sphere of the genus, for instance whether it
concerns quantities or qualities, one should search for
its peculiar properties in the lightof its common primary
principles.
The definition willsuffice
toshewwhatarethe
properties of thosespecies which servetomake up
the genus, because definition and unity form the basis
of all things, and because accidental qualities are only
essentially true of the simple species, and of the others
only from their
relation
to
those
simple
species.
Divisions also, if conducted according to the specific
ditlkrences of the subject, are of service for the establishment of a definition.
In whatway dkision is capable of producing demonstration has already been stated (11, e. 5 ) ; namely
# k t it can only serve to deduce the essence
of the
subject. It might however seem a s if itwere of no
vdue for obtaining definition, since one might assume
dl the qualities of the subject at the outset, such assumptions being made without any division.
On the other hand we must remark that the nature of
the resuit varies according to the order in which the
attributes in a definition are predicated ; e. g. whether
m e says 8 Man is a tame animalwith two fee6’ or
8 a tvpo-footed tame animal’;for if the whole definition
tremposed of two elements of which the first is tame
m&&,’ and if fronr this, combined with the specific
4%
two-fmt*’
the cancept ‘Man ’ be fonned
~~-~~
dm lwy be the wit which restllts fmm

‘

I

’
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the definition), one must discover the parts of a definition
by means of a division.
Moreover division is theonly methodwhich
can
ensure that definition shall omitno essential attribute
of the subject. Thus if, after taking the most comprehensive genus, one proceed to some of the subordinate
divisions, noteverything which belongs tothewhole
genus willfall within one of those subdivisions. For
instancenoteveryanimalhaseither
undivided or
divided wings, but only every winged animal, and this
possession of wings constitutes its difference. On the
other hand, in the case of the genus animal, the primary
difference of animal must be of such a kind as to be
applicable to every kind of animal. In the same way
the primary divisionsin every genus mustbe conducted,
whether these be genera outside of and coordinatewith
the genus ' animal ' already referred toor subordinate to
it. For instance, the term Bird ought to be so divided
that every separatebird shall be included in the division,
and every fish in the division of Fish. If our division
be thus conducted we may feel sure that nothing has
been omitted, otherwise we must omit some essential
quality in our definition without observing our
omission.
Though some' maintain that it is impossible to know
the true Difference of a thing without knowing every
other thing a
s
lo, it is not reallynecessary for either
definition or division to possess universal knowledge
They hold that, if no difference be known between the
thing observed and other things, we cannot know that
the former is not identical with the latter, and one thing
can only be said to differ from anotber when it has a
recognized difference. Now firstly this is untrue. Not

Vi. Speusippaa (Diog.hrt.,IV,f 5).
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every difference renders things diverse, and many differences exist between things specifically the same,
namely differenceswhich are neither inherent nor essential.
Secondly, when one has established pairs of opposites
in a division, and .also the difference between them, in
sucha way thatevery individual instancemust fall
under one or the other class, and further has assumed
that the thing which one is seeking is in one of the
classes, and is able to recognize it, it is of no importance
whetherone knows ordoes not knowall theother
subjects towhich the difference in question also belongs.
If one proceedin thismanner to a point where no
further specificdifference is found, onemust clearly
be in possession of the definition of the subject.
That everything must fall under the division if pairs of
opposites have been discovered admitting of no further
alternative is not an assumption but is necessarily true,
if the difference we have selected be really the primary
difference of the genusin question.
in order to construct a definition by meansof division,
three points must be kept in view. We must admit only
essential attributes, must arrange themin their right
order, and must not omit a single one.
The first of these depends on whether we are able to
make an essential predication with the helpof the
generic notion, as we predicate accidental attributes in
&e syllogism. The right order of attributes w i I 1 result
from thecorrect selection of the firstattribute. This
wifi be the case if an attribute be found which is the
wQisepuenceof ail the others, although the others are
net all conseguences of it, for some attributes of the
former Kind must exist, Whensuch an attribute has
been diacovercd the same method must be pursued 6
t
h
I2

*
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the less general attributes, for the foliowing term will be
primaryamongtheremainderandthethird
term
primary in relation to those next below, since, when
the highest term has been set aside, the next term will
be primary among those remaining. The same method
applies to the subsequent attributes. The enumeration
of attributegis complete so long as the primary genus
has
been taken in the division (so that e.g. every a n i d
must fall under one or other
of the divisionsof the genus
Animal), and also the primary difference belonging to
that entire genus ; so long also as no further difference
appears in the last term of the division, or when the
last term combined with thelast difference doesnot
differ specifically from the entire genus. It is clear that
in suchdefinitionsnothing is superfluous, for all the
attributes herementioned form part of the essenceof the
thing defined, nor is anything wanting, for any such
tbing would have to be either genus or difference. But
here the highest genus has taken the first place in the
division together with the difference. Further
the
subordinate differences all follow in order, and IN)later
term in the series can remain. Otherwise the iast term
would be specifically divisible, which has k e n said nos
to be the case. In searching for a definition we q h t
to enquire first what common element is possesSea by
similar individual instances of the subject, and t h
examine anotherclass of instances homogeneous to &e
first class and specificatly the same among themselves
but specifically different from theformer inemms,
When some elementhas
been found which exists
equally in all the individuals of the iirst c k q - and
an element which exists in all thosie OF &e
we oughtnext to consider wpether anytbiiag &
r
a
t
s
dike in both cases. This process m s t wntbw
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until we attaina single conception, whichwill form
single
the definition of the subject. If no such
conception be arrived at, but onlytwoor
more,we
may feel sure that the object of our search.is not single
but manifold. For instance, if we are enquiring into the
nature of Magnanimity we should examine the casesof
certainmagnanimouspersons
whomwe know of, in
order to discover what common quality they all possess
in virtue of their magnanimity. Thus
supposing
Alcibides, Achilles and Ajax to be all of them magnanimous, what common quality did they all possess? W e
find that it consisted in impatience of insult. The first
made war on his country, the second brooded over his
wrath, the third slew himself. We next consider other
cases such as those of Lysander and Socrates. If we
find that their magnanimity induced themto remain
unchangedamidstprosperity
and adversity we must
take these two aspects of magnanimity and consider
what common element exists between disregard of
e s e m a l fortune and impatience of' dishonour. If no
such elementbe found, these must constitute two distinct
species of magnanimity.
application.
Every definition must have a universal
a;he physician does not tell what is beneficial for some
particular eye, but either for every eye, or else he
divides eyes into daerent classes. In definition it is
w i e r to assert something of the particular than of the
waivereal ; one ought therefore to pass from particulars
tg usniversab. Also equivocal expt?essions are more
universalsthan in iadividuals. As
we must look to the correctness of
o t ~ ta3 € * tic argumeut, so in definitions perspicuity is
This will beattaiiked if it k possible, by
tlcltlar w
i w quoted, to define that
..
,

.~
I

.

*
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which belongs to eachseparategenus.
For instance,
when definingsimilarity,
we shouldnot
define ali
kinds of similarity at once,but should take the common attribute of sharpness belonging to colours, forms
and tones, and then proceed to a universal expression,
taking care however to admit no ambiguity of phrase.
If we ought not to use metaphors in argument, it is clear
that we should not define either in metaphors or metaphorical expressions. Otherwise we shall be obliged to
use metaphors in argument also.

CHAP. XIV.
To express questioas for dewtonstvation in a f i t i n g manner a subject must be selected to which the qualify to
be demonstrated primarirly belongs.
IN order to find questions for solution we must make
a selection from various partitions and divisions, taking
care that a common generic notion lies at the base of ail
subordinate divisions, and assuming that allbelong to a
common genus. E.g. If Animals be thesubject
of
investigation, we mustfirstlay
down what attributes
are common toevery animal. When this is done we
shouldfindwhat
are the attributes of the first subdivision after the genus. Thus, if the subject be a bird,
we should find the qualities possessed by every
bird,
and we must continue thus with the attributes of each
lower terrn in the series. We shall then clearly be ab2e
to give the reason why the species included in the cummon genus possess such and such attributes ; eg. the
reason why Man or Horse, as species of Animal, possess
particular attributes. Let A be animal, B the attribwtes
of every animal, C, €3,E, particular species of aninral;

11.
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Now it isclear whyB is an attributeof D,namely because
of A, and it will similarly belong to the other species of
animal. The same reasoning applies to other instances.
Hitherto we have spoken of cases where custom has
sanctioned the application of the common class names
to the particular species, but we should not limit ourselves to these. If anything else be seen to be an
attribute ofseveral things but to have nocommon
genericname, we should take it for examination and
look what are its attributes or of what it is an attribute.
Thus, the possession of a ruminating stomach is a commonattribute of horned animals,as well as the possession
of front teeth in one jaw only. We must then enquire
what animals have the attribute of beinghorned. It
wilt then be clear why the attribute mentioned belongs
to these animals. It willbelong to them because they
have horns? Another method consists in the observation of analogies. No singledesignationfor
instance
exists for the spine of a fish, the pounce of a cuttle and
ordinary bone, and yet all these parts have common
qualities, as if their nature were the same in each case.

CHAP. XV.
Questions for demnstmtion are the same w h n they use
tke same m*dd&&m.Questions m y be gemm.h'&
the same and SpenjSGarty dferenf.
QUESTI~NS
for solution are the same, first from having
the same middle term (as for instance all questions
which can be Solved by the commonmiddle term
X I

CE Arist. de part

him.,III,2.
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‘reactionary influence,’) and of these some are generically identical while possessing certain specific differences, whether of object or only of method. Take
the three questions What produces an Echo ? ’ ‘Why
are objects reflected ?’ ‘What causes a Rainbow ? ’ Ali
these are generically one, for all involve refraction, but
they differ specifically. . In other cases questions differ
in that the middle term of the one is subordinate to that
of the other. Thus, ‘ Why is the current of the NiIe
stronger at the end of the month ? ’
‘Becausethe end of the month is more rainy.’
a Why then is the end of the month more rainy ? ’
Because the moon is waning.’
These two questionsstand to one another in the
second of the above relations.

CHAP. XVI.

Wlrm the

Cause is known the e&d also must be known,
hi in consequem?of ike Plrrrd& of muses an efed
may &e knoww w&uf the emad muse berirg k m .

A

DIFFICULTY

might be raised in connection with the

Cause and its result as to whether, when the effect is

preeent, the cause must also &e present; for instance
whether, supposing leaves to fall from the tree or the
moon to be eclipsed, the cause of the fall, or of the
ecli~ae,is likewise present. It may be assumed that
the causeof the former is the possession of b d leave^,
that of &e eclipse the interposition of the art4.for
even if it be not so something else will be the cause of
the phenomena NOW
if tbe cause be present the
must afso be present ; e*, if the earth be interpdag
the moon is Wag eclipsed, if the tree have broad ieaw

it is deciduous. An objection might here be raised that
if this were so, the cause and effect would be simultaneous, and each of them might be proved from the other.
Thus : let A represent the quality of shedding leaves,
I3 broad-\eaved, C vine, Now,if A be true of B (since
every broad-leaved tree is deciduous), and also B of C
(since every vine has broad leaves), then A is true
of C, and every vine is provedto be deciduous. The
Cause of this is B, which isherethe
middleterm.
It may also be demonstrated conversely that the vine
has broad leaves from the fact of i t s being deciduous.
Thus,let D bebroad-leaved;
E deciduous, F vine.
Now E is true of F {for every vine is deciduous), and D
of E (for every deciduous tr$e is broad-leaved). Therefore every vine is broad-leaved, and the cause of it is
that it is deciduous. On the other hand these qualities
cannot be the causes of one another, since the cause is
prior to that of which it is the cause. Thus supposing
the interposition of the earthto be the Cause of an
eclipse, then the eclipse cannot be the cause of the
interposition of the earth. If then the demonstration of
the cause give the reason of a thing, while the demonstration which does not explain the cause gives only the
fact, this latter demonstration may suffice to inform us
that the earth interposes between sun and moon, but
not why it interposes. That the eclipse is not the cause
of the interposition of the earth, but this latter of the
edpse, is obvious, for the interposition of the earth is
an elemtnt in the definition of eclipse, and it is therefore
&ax that the latter is demonstrable by means of the

fsmrcr, m;vice VerSiL

Can there be several causes of the same t h g ?
S b the stme thing can be immediately predicated

d several su&cts, kt A be immediately predicable of
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B, and also immediately predicable of another subject
C,and again B and C of D and E. Here A will be predicable of D and E, and the cause of this will, in the
case of D be B, in that of E it will be C. Hence when
the cause is present the thing caused must also be present, but when the thing caused is presentit is not
necessary for every separate causeone may select to be
present.Some cause must indeed be present, but not
every cause. Again if the subject proposed be a universal
one, not only must t h e cause be something universal but
alsothat of which it is the cause. Thus ‘shedding
leaves ’ is a universal attribute of a whole genus, though
this may include subordinate species, being applicable
either to plants in general or to particular kindsof plants.
Hence in these casesthe middle term andthe effect
must be coextensive andconvertible. Take for instance
the question ‘Why do trees lose their leaves ? ’ If the
reason be that the sap is dried up,whenevert?te tree
sheds its leaves this drying up must occur, and if it
occur in tree and nothing but tree, that tree must shed
its leaves.

CHAP. XVII.

11.
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to be essential and not a mere external sign or accidental cause it isimpossiblethat there should be more than
one cause, for the middle term is the cause of the minor.
Otherwise it is possible. One may indeed consider the
effect and the subject in which it is produced from the
point ofviewof
their accidental attributes, but these
cases are not to be looked on as scientific problems. If
the cause be not made to depend on accidental attributes
the middle term will be of like kind with the subjects
themselves, but if the latter are oneonly from an applied
use of the common name the middle term can only be
employed with like restrictions, while if the subjects be
all included under the same genus the middle will be so
also. Thus, suppose that one had to state the cause of
reciprocal proportion. The cause of this differsin the
case of lines and in that of numbers, and yet is in both
connections the same in so far as itdepends on a certain
law of increase. The same argument applies to all such
instances. There is however a differencebetween the
cause whichmakes one colour resemble another and
that whichmakes one figure resemble another, for in
these two cases 'resemblance ' bears a two-fold meaning. In connection with figures it consists in having an
equal -number of sides and equal angles, in the case of
cdours thatthey convey a similar sensation to the senses
or something of the kind. Things which are analogously
identical will also have an analogous middle term.
The reason of this is that the cause, the effect and the
snbject in which the effect is produced correspond to
one another. If one take particular species as subjects
the term in which the cause produces the effect will be
more comprehensive than any oneof the subjects, Thus
tke quality of having the external angles qual four
right atq$cs is more comprehensive than triangle or
''to
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square, but the quality is co-extensive with all angular
figures taken together. So too all figures which have
their external angles equal to four right angles are included under the same middle term.
As the middleterm containsthe definition of the
is based on definition.
major,ailscientificknowledge
For instance, shedding leaves is a quality both of vines
and figs, but is morecomprehensive thaneither of
them.
Yet
it is not more comprehensive than all
deciduous species of trees but coextensive with them.
If one take the primary middle term (broad-leaved) it
will contain the definition of this quality of shedding
leaves. This term will serve as middletermboth
in
questions concerning vines and figs and will shew that
all vines and figs possess the quality of having broad
leaves.
The middle term or cause through which
broad-leaved trees are deciduous is that the sap dries
up, or something of the kind. In what then does this
quality of shedding leaves consist 3 In having the sap
dried up at the junction of stalk and stem.
We will answer enquiries as to the modi in which
cause and effect can follow each other by this example.
Let A b e true of all B’andBbetrue ofan D,butbe
more comprehensive. Then B will be universally p m
dicable of D. By ‘universal,’ I here denote a predicate which is not convertible with its subject, while
‘primary universal * is a predicate with’which the sepafate individual subjects are not convertible, though tbe
whole subject is convertible and coextensive with &
a
t

predicate.
In the above instance B is the cause why A is pa”
cable of the various subjects D; A therefbre mst k

otherwise why ShOrtM I3
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the subjects E, these tatter taken together form a single
concept distinct from B. Otherwise how could one say
&at everything which is E is also A, but that not everything which is A is also E ? For why should not the
cause be, for instance, that every D is A ? Then the
various*subjccts E will form a single conceptwhich
must also be considered, and may be denoted by C.
Thus it is possible for several causes to produce the
same egect ; butnotwhen the subjects in which the
effect is produced are specifically the same. For instance,
the cause of long life in quadrupeds may be the absence
of gall, in birds dryness of constitution, or something
else. If however we do not at once attain some ultimate
proposition, and if the middle term be found to be not
one but many, then the causes also must be many.

CHAP. XVIII.

Purftkdkrefecks w e produced by causes whkh lie ftearer
k, the $a&*cular than io the tmielersal.
WHICHmiddle term produces effects in individual subjects ? Is it the middle term which stands first on reckoning from the universal, or the middlewhich stands
aext to the partitular ? Clearly the middle terms nearest
to &e subjects in which the effect is produced, since it is
those middle terms which are the cause of the major
term falling under the universal law ; e.g. C is the cause
of B being true of D. Now C is the cause whyA i s pre&& of D, B the cause why A predicable of C ; that
A is predicable of B is due to B alone and to no further

Cause,
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CHAP. XIX
Concerning the f a m & which acquires knodedge of the
ultimate prina$Zes of demonstration. These prin&Ies cannot be innate, bert are derived from?epeafed
senseperceptions which producememoyandexpertkce,
thegerm of unity QY generaZisation in the mind. Thus
pn*marypnnc+Zes are derivedfrom induction, and as
they are indemonstrable they cannot be Zearned by
Science,but
by Pure Reason ( v o k ) which ak tha
Prinnj!& of Sn>nce.

WE have now shewn what syllogism and demonstration
are, and how they are effected ; and we have also discusseddemonstrativeknowledge,
for that is the same
thing as demonstration. W e shall understand the primary principles, both as regards the method of their
acquisition and the habit of mind which acquires them,
if we first settle certain difficulties connected with the
subject. It hasalready (I. c 2) been statedthatit is
pqssible to acquire scientific knowledge by means of
demonstration without first explaining the primary and
ultimate principles. A question might however be raised
as to whether the knowledge of the ultimate principles
is or is not the same a5 demonstrable knowledge, and
whethereither of them constitutes a science or not,
whether there can be a science only of the one class,
while some other faculty cognizes the other; likewise
whether faculties for attaining primary principles are
produced in us without being innate, or whether they
are innate and have remained unnoticed
It wouid be absurd to say that we already naturally
possess these principles, as then we should have a form
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of knowledge more accuratethandemonstration,
of
which however we remained in ignorance.
if we acquire these principles
On theotherhand
withouthaving had them before,how can we learn
and understand anything when no previous knowledge
existed ? That as we said when dealing withdemonstration (I. c. I) would be impossible. It is clear then
that we cannot already possess knowledge of this kind,
nor canit be produced in us if we are unable to recognize
the principles and have no faculty for acquiring them.
We mustthereforepossesssomesuch
undeveloped
faculty, but net of such a nature as to be superior to
the principles themselves inpoint of accuracy. This
faculty indeed is clearly possessed by all animals, for
all have an innate critical faculty which is called Senseperception. When possessed of this some animals become capable of retaining perceptions, others do not.
Those whichdo not retain perception can have no
knowledge outsidetheir separate acts of perception,
either none at all or none concerning the object which
theyare incapable of retaining. The other class, in
which perceptioFs are retained, though also perceiving
by means of the senses, still preserve a representation
of theirperceptions in the mind ’. As theselatter
multiply a further distinction may be remarked in them.
Some beings attain to a concept as a result of the retention of these perceptions, others never do. From
perception then, as we hold, memory results, apd from
repeated recollections of the same phenomenon comes
experience, for memories which are numerically many
fonn but a single experience.
Reading ~ ~ U V O & W S with the Clarendon Press Edition. A better
&~~W,&YOCS
: ‘Even at a time when the senses convey
m arttfh perreptions.
1

repding is ph

Next, from experience, or from the entire universal
which is retained in the soul, the single unit apart from
the manifold of sense, which is identical in all particular
cases, comes the elementaryprinciple of art andscience ;
if the concern be with production, of art, if with reality,
of science. The faculties do not exist distinct in the
mind, nordotheyresult
from higher states of consciousness, but from sense-perception. Thus, when one
side gives way in battle, if a single man rally, another
rallies also and then a third, until the original order has
been restored. Now the soul's nature is suchthat
a similar process is capable of taking place in it also.
W e will now state again what has been said with some
obscurity just now. When one of the atoms of sense
has taken its stand in the soul 'a first universal idea
forms therein, for one may perceive particulars by
means of an action of the senses, but perception is concerned with the universal, not with the particular man
Callias. Then theremainingparticularshalt,andthe
process continues until indivisible and universal ideas
are formed. Thus as a result of the perception of such
and such animals thegeneral idea of Apimal is formed,
and this latter serves toform yet wider conceptions.
It Is clear that the most primary knowledgeis attained
&y means of Induction, for it is through inductian that
sense-perception producestheuniversal in the mind.
Now there are different modes of thought by rnerirts of
which yre attain to truth, and some of them are always
infallible, whik others, as Opinion and CahlatrOn,
admit of error. On the other hand Science and Reascza
are a h y s true, and there is no further dam of faculties,
save Reason, which surpasses Science in exactaaa
Since then the principles of b c m s t r a t i o n are bcttrrr
known than .the demo~stnttionst f i ~ & & ~subd
~ ,Esince

all scientific knowledge implies conclusion, the principles
cannot be the objects of Science. Since further, nothing
admits of greater truth than Science except Reason,this
latter would seem to be the faculty whichhas the primary
principles as its objects. The aboveargument
will
serve to shew that demonstrationcannot be its own
principle, so that science also cannot be its own principle. If then we have no true form of thought
(other than science) except Reason, Reason wouldseem
to be the principle of scientificknowledge.
Reason is
thus the principle of the principles, and bears the same
relation to science as the latter does to all other truths.

APPENDIX.
PRIOR ANALYTICS.
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CHAP. XXIII.
inductton i s one of the two roads to certainty. It infers
the major of the middle by means of the minor term,
which last must include all the individual instances of
the qualily &noted by the major. Induction is clearer
fm us, though syllogism is naturally pnbr and more
knowabZe.
. . . . . . WE believe in a thing as a resulteither of
syllogism or of induction. Now induction and the inductive syllogism consist in inferring one term of the middle
by means of the other (minor) term. E.g. Suppose B
to be the middle term between A and C, induction proves
by means of C that A is B, for that is theway we express
induction. Thus let A represent ‘long-lived,’ €3 ‘ not
having gall,’ C ‘individual instances of longevity, such
as Man, Horse, Mule.’ Now all B is A, forevery
creature without gall is long-lived ; also B, not having
gall, belongs to every C. If then C be convertible with
B, and not more comprehensive than the middle terrn, A
must be B. For we have shewn before that if any two
qualities are predicable d the same term, and if the
major term be convertible with one of therpzhen one of
the qualities predicated will be true of the convertible
term. ,One ought to look at C as a combination of the
K 2
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whole number of particular instances, for induction is
basedon completeness. Now inductive syllogism requires a primary and ultimate
premise, forwhen a.middle
term exists, the syllogism makes use of that, when it
doesnot, it proceeds byinduction. Induction is in a
manner opposed to syllogism, as the latter proves the
major term of the minor by means of the middle, the
former proves the major of the middle by means of the
minor. Hencethe syllogismwhichmakes
the middle
term the instrument of proof is naturally prior and more
knowable, but for u s that which uses induction is clearer.

XXIV.
Example consists in the demonstration that the major is
true of the middle term by the help of a foudh term
o r number of terms resembling the minor. Example
bears the relation of part to part, thus dzyerdng from
syliogism, while it da-ers from induction in using
only a f e w instances or even one, instead of the entire
number of individatals included under the common
designation o r tern.

EXAMPLE
is the method used when the major term is
proved true of the middle by a means of a term resembling the minor. It must already be known thatthe
middle is true of the minor and the major of the term
resembling the minor. For instance,let A be ‘ a bad
thing ’ ; B to make war on neighbours ’; C War of
AtheniansagainstThebans
’; D ‘ War of Thebans
against Phocians.’ If then we wish to prove that it is a
bad thing [for the Athenians] to enter on war with the
Thebans, we must make use of the propsition ‘It is a
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bad thing to makewaron,neighbours.'
This is supported by similar instances ; e.g. by the war of the
Thebans against the Phocians. Since thenfighting
against one'sneighbours is a bad thing, and fighting
against the Thebans is fighting against neighbours, it is
clearly a bad thing to fight against the Thebans.
It is plain that B is true both of C and Dl for both are
cases of making war on neighbours, and it is likewise
clear that A is true of D, for the war against the Phocians
,was not favourable to the Thebans. That A is true of
B will be proved by means of the term D.
The same method is applicable if several similar exof the
amples be employed to provethemajorterm
middle.
It is clear then that the Example has neither the relation of part to whole nor of whole to part, but of part to
part; that is to say both terms are included under the
same common term, but onIy one of them is already
known, It differsfrominduction,in
that induction
proves, by a survey of all the individual instances, that
the major is true of the middle, not that it is true of the
minor, while example does prove the major true of the
minor, and does notmake use of all the individual
instances, but only of some or one.
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